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Abstract

Airborne Laser Bathymetry is now a well-established technique for detecting the depth of shallow

ocean waters, whereby laser pulses are directed downwards from an airctaft into the ocean. By

measuring the round trip time difference between the sea-surface and seabed laser return pulses,

the depth of water can be estimated. Signal processing methods are then used to correct biases in

the estimated depths due to sea-surface wave effects, tidal action, laser beam refraction and

photon scattering in turbid water. However there are still inaccuracies in the estimation of these

depths.

This thesis examines the susceptibility of existing signal processing methods to errors, and also

identifies other possible causes of depth error, not accounted for by existing signal processing

methods, by analysis of the detected laser retum waveform data. Methods to improve depth

accuracy are investigated.
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Definitions

(These are the definitions of some of the terms used in this thesis)

LIDAR the optical analog of radar, is an acronym for light detection and

ranging.

Scattering volume that section of water, which scatters the laser light.

Sounding the depth and position of a point on the seabed for hydrographic purposes.

PMT a photo multþlier tube is a device used to ampliff light energy

xll



1. Introduction

LIDAR, the optical analog of radar, is an acronym for Llght Detection And Ranging. Lidar
systems employ intense pulses of light, typically generated by a laser source, together with
telescopes and sensitive optical detectors, to collect and sense the reflected laser pulses.

Atmospheric lidars are colnmonly used to measure the composition and structure of the

atmosphere. The very narrow beam-width, narrow line width, and ultra short pulses of the laser

make it possible to optically probe the atmosphere with exceptional sensitivity and resolution.
Lidars, when used to measure the range and velocity of hard targets, are usually called laser

ranging systems or laser radars.

1.1 Motivation

Lidar systems have been in use since the 1960's, for probing the atmosphere to measure the
presence of water vapour, wind velocities, and other atmospheric properties. Lidar systems

have also been used to detect the range of hard targets, by measuring the round trip time of a
pulse oflaser energy.

Later in the 1970's experimental airbome lidar systems were developed to measure the depth of
shallow ocean waters. The ability of a pulse of green/blue laser light to penetrate ocean water to
depths of 50 m to 70 m, allows the measurements of ocean depth. Pulses of infrared (IR) and

green/blue laser energy directed downward from an aircraft into the ocean, result in reflected
pulses of energy from the surface of the sea and from the ocean bottom. The differential time
delay between these reflected pulses can then be used to determine the depth of ocean and

produce data for the production of ocean charts. In these systems, corrections need to be made

for tidal effects, refraction through the ocean surface, the geometry of the scanning system,

surface wave effects, and for the effect of light scattering in seawater. However, significant
depth errors in certain conditions are still exhibited [1]. Identification of the causes of residual

depth effors would lead to the possibility of further improvement in the depth accuracy of
Airborne Lidar Bathymetry systems.

1.2 Thesis Outline and Contributions

This thesis investigates the depth accuracy of airborne lidar bathymetry systems. Signal
processing algorithms of a typical system are analysed for their susceptibility in producing depth

effors. [n order to determine which errors are likely to be the most significant in practice, data

analysis methods are used to examine real data, to identify and determine the cause of residual
depth errors.

o Chapter 2 discusses the fundamentals of lidar systems, covering the various types of lidar
systems available. In particular, it discusses the principles of Airborne Lidar Bathymetry (ALB)
systems.

o Chapter 3 describes the functional structure of a typical ALB system. In particular it discusses

the signal processing methods used.

Contributioz: A functional structure of a typical ALB system is described.



o Chapter 4 investigates the dependence of the depth accuracy of a typical ALB system on
effors. The propagation of errors through the Australian developed Laser Airbome Depth
Sounding (LADS) system is studied, using a simplified error model.

Contributiore: A simplified error model of a typical ALB system is developed.

o In chapter 5 data analysis of real ALB data is performed, to identiff significant depth effors.
In particular residual depth effors are investigated to determine whether existing signal
processing methods were adequate. Significant depth errors are investigated to determine their
causes.

Contributions:Large systematic residual depth enors are found to be dependant on
seawater turbidity.

The correlation of large negative residual depth errors against the late
detection of the sea surface by the IR laser beam is found to be
insignificant.

The correlations of systematic residual depth effors with various
measurements of seawater turbidity (ie seawater attenuation coefficients,
pulse width, signal to backscatter ratio and signal to noise ratio) are
determined.

A three variable depth bias model, incorporating a signal to noise ratio
variable is developed and is found to improve the depth accuracy of a
typical ALB system.

The 50%o bottom pulse detection method used in a typical ALB system is
found to introduce significant depth errors in turbid water conditions.

o In chapter 6, the research is summarized and conclusions are drawn.
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2. Background Information

The first successful laser ranging measurements to satellites were conducted in 1964. In the

early 1970's the first spaced-based laser altimeter was operated in lunar orbit from the Apollo
15,16, and 17 command and service modules. Airborne laser altimeters provide maps of
surface topography, coastal water depth, forest canopies, sea ice distribution, volcanic
landforms, impact craters, and ocean wave heights.

2.1 Lidar Fundamentals

Profile measurements are accomplished by pulsing the laser and then periodically sampling the

detector output. The received signal level is proportional to the density of scatterers and

inversely proportional to the square of the distance to the scattering volume. Because reflected

signals from atmospheric lidars and gas molecules are usually very weak, most lidars employ
very sensitive Photo Multiplier Tube (PMT) detectors that operate in the photo-counting mode.

The count given in range bin is related to the number of scatterers in the corresponding volume

illuminated by the laser pulse. The most common lidar configuration is a monostatic system.

The laser beam is either projected through the receiving telescope or propagates parallel to the

optical axis of the telescope. If the system is designed for ranging or altimetry, the receiver

measures the round trip propagation time of the laser pulse between the lidar and the target. The

distance d to the target is given by the range equation below, where c is the speed of light and T
is the round trip propagation time of the laser pulse.

d= cTl2

Precision timing is accomplished electronically by a device called the time interval unit. A
beam splitter directs a small fraction (<l%) of the transmitted laser beam to a photodetector.

When illuminated by the laser, the photodetector generates an electrical pulse, which starts a

precision clock in the time interval unit. The reflected laser pulse is collected by the receiving

telescope and focussed onto another more sensitive photodetector, generating an electrical pulse

that stops the clock. The elapsed time is then transmitted to the range computer, which
calculates the target distance according to the range equation (2.1). The optical filter and field
stop in the telescope are designed to reduce the interference and noise caused by other sources

of light. The optical filter limits light transmission to the narrow wavelength range of the laser,

and the field stop limits the field of view of the telescope to the region illuminated by the laser

beam.

The ranging accuracy depends upon many factors, including the laser pulse duration, the

received signal strength, and the timing accuracy of the time interval unit. The most

sophisticated systems are used for ranging to retroreflector-equiped satellites and to the

retroreflector affays placed on the moon by the Apollo astronauts. Accuracies of a few

centimetres are routinely achieved. Data from these measurements are used to monitor
geophysical phenomena such as continental drift, crustal dynamics, and Earth's rotation rate.

Because of the extremely high accuracy required, a more sophisticated version of the range

equation must be used, which includes the effects of the additional propagation delay introduced

by the Earth's atmosphere.

ln order to process the photon count profile to yield the density profile of the scatterers, other

factors, such as the thickness of the s<;attering volurns and the backscatter cross section, nust
also be taken into account. The thickness of the scattering volume is related to the laser pulse

(2.r)
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length and the receiver range gate length. The backscatter cross section is the effective cross-
sectional area of the scatterer, and depends upon many factors including scattering mechanism,
optical wavelength, and optical properties of the scatterer. Only when the scatterer is large
compared to the wavelength, whrch may be the case f'or aerosol scattering, does the physical size
of the scatterer influence the value of the optical backscatter cross section.

2.2 Ltmospheric Lidars

The targets of atmospheric lidars are either suspended dust and aerosols or gas molecules, which
are continuously distributed in the atmosphere along the path of the laser beam. Thus
atmospheric lidar systems are used to measure density profiles of the scatterers. Atmospheric
lidars are classified according to the type of scattering mechanism exploited to make the
measurement. Aerosol lidars measure scattering from atmospheric dust and aerosols.
Observation with ground based and airborne lidars have provided much of the data about the
dispersion and global distribution of volcanic aerosols and about the life cycle and distribution
of polar stratospheric clouds. Both phenomena occur in the altitude range between l0 and 35
km. Volcanic aerosols can have a significant influence on climate, while polar stratospheric
clouds play a major role in the springtime depletion of ozone over both polar caps.

2.2.1 Differential Absorption Lidars

Differential absorption lidars (DIAL) [33] are used to measure particle concentrations in the
lower atmosphere. DIAL systems employ two lasers, one tuned to an absorption line of the
particle of interest and the other tuned just off the absorption line. By comparing the received
signal levels at the two wavelengths, a density profile of the particle can be calculated. A wide
variety of important minor constituents in the lower atmosphere, including ozone, are being
studied using DIAL systems.

2.2.2 Doppler Lidars

Doppler lidars 134) are used to measure tropospheric winds. The scattered laser pulse is doppler
shifted in frequency in proportion to the velocity of the scatterer along the propagation path.
The frequency shift is measured by combining the reflected signal with the transmitted laser
beam, so that the electrical signal generated by the detector is at a frequency equal to the
difference between the frequencies of the transmitted and reflected beams. The signal-
processing electronics following the photodetector are very similar to those used in Doppler
radars. By scanning the lidar beam, the three-dimensional wind vector can be measured.
Mobile Doppler lidars have been used to map wind fields associated with a variety of
atmospheric phenomena such as frontal passages, downslope flows and gusts, canyon drainage
flows, and down bursts caused by severe thunderstorms.

2.2.3 Raman Lidars

Raman lidars [33] measure the scattered signal at the Raman shifted wavelength. Because the
Raman signal is very weak, measurements are usually restricted to the troposphere at altitudes
below l0 km. However, at these lower altitudes, Raman lidars have provided excellent
measurements of atmospheric density, temperafure, and water vapour concentration.

4



2.2.4Rayleigh Lidars

Rayleigh lidars [33] are designed to measure the molecular signal, which is proportional to

atmospheric density. The atmospheric temperature profile can be calculated from the density
profile by using the ideal gas law and the hydrostatic equation. Density and temperature profiles
at altitudes up to 100 km have been obtained with powerful ground based systems.

2.2.5 Resonance Fluorescence Lidars

Resonance fluorescence lidars [33] are used to measure the density profiles of specific
molecular species such as sodium in the upper atmosphere. The laser wavelength must be tuned

to the resonance absorption wavelength of the species of interest. When illuminated at the

resonance wavelength by the lidar beam, the atoms fluoresce because some of the photons are

resonantly absorbed and then radiated. The resonant backscatter cross section is typically many
orders of magnitude larger than the molecular backscatter cross section of the species. A
sodium resonance fluorescence lidar, for example, can measure the concentration of sodium in
the atmosphere. High counts at altitudes below 70 km generally indicate molecular scattering,

while sodium scattering is normally quite strong between 80 and 105 km. Meteor trails can also

be detected by the observation of very thin scattering layers at 80 km or more. Meteor burn up

is the major source of sodium and other metal layers in the upper atmosphere. By studying the

density perturbations of these layers, the characteristics of the background wind changes and

turbulence can be deduced.

2.3 Airborne Lidar Bathymetry

Airborne Lidar Bathymetry (ALB) systems are designed to rapidly measure the depth of shallow
seawater using a laser transmitter receiver system located in an airborne platform. Previously,

all hydrographic survey work has relied on ship mounted sonar systems. This established

approach is being replaced by ALB systems, for most coastal and reef areas, where it is
hazardous for survey ships to operate. These systems permit sounding measurements to be

made faster, and more economically, in shallow, clear coastal waters. For example, there is a
considerable time and cost benefit in charting the coastline of Australia using an ALB system.

2.3.1 Airborne Laser Bathymetry Principles

A typical ALB operates as follows. A short pulse of blue-green laser energy is transmitted
downwards from an aircraft into the sea, and a receiver detects the reflected energy as a function
of time. Half the differences in time, between the detected surface return and the detected

seabed return, corrected for slant angle, is a measure of water depth [2].

depth = Yz(ta - t,). (c/ q*) [c os (arc s in(sinQ/n *))] (2.2)

Where t. is the detected time of the surface pulse, t5 is the detected time of the seabed pulse, c is

the speed of light in air, t1* is the refractive index of seawater, and Q is the angle the laser beam

makes with respect to the normal to the water surface. This depth can then be corrected for tide
to provide a depth relative to lowest astronomical tide (LAT) suitable for hydrographic map

production.

However, there are several problems that must be dealt with in developing a practical ALB
system. The selection of a suitable, reliable, high pulse repetition frequency (PRF) laser source,

and the design of a suitable receiver unit that can detect large energy surface pulse returns and

5



yet still detect extremely low energy seabed returns. Differences in energy between surface and
seabed retums are of the order of 60 dB. The receiver must, therefore, possess both a large
dynamic range and high sensitivit¡ to overcome this problem. Receiver designs include the use
of two frequency systems, spatial filtering andpolarization. ln a two-frequency system, an IR
frequency pulse is used to detect the water surface and a blue-green frequency pulse is used to
penetrate the water and detect the seabed. For an ALB system using an Nd:YAG laser, a 1064
nm beam is used for surface detection and a 532 rnnbeam is used for seabed detection. The
return of the IR surface pulse is sometimes used to gate-on the PMT, which is used to sense the
seabed return pulse. Spatial filtering is sometimes used to provide an optical block to limit the
energy of the surface return, but still allow most of the seabed retum energy to be detected.
Polarized laser light can be used also, in conjunction with a suitably aligned detector polarizer,
to reduce the energy of the surface pulse to the detector. The insertion loss of the polarizer, will
however, reduce the signal to noise ratio (SNR) of the system.

Nd:YAG lasers are suitable for ALB systems as the 1064 nm and,532 nm frequencies can be
used to detect the surface and the seabed retums respectively. Pulse widths of 2 to 5 ns, PRFs of
20 to 200 Hz, green pulse energies of 5 to 8 mJ ensure reliable, and relatively maintenance free,
operation. Early Nd:YAG laser systems \ryere optically pumped using flashlamp technology,
however recent systems use solid state diode pumping technology, which is more efficient, more
reliable, requires less power and cooling, enables higher PRFs of 400 Hz or higher, and provides
pulse widths of 2 to 5 ns.

Copper vapour lasers (CVL) output frequencies of 511 nm (green) 578 nm (yellow) and produce
PRFs of 6 to l6 Khz with 3 to l0 ns pulse widths. CVLs are not considered suitable for an
airbome environment, because platform accelerations can shorten the expected life of the tube.
Also, CVLs have lower pulse energies than comparable Nd:YAG lasers.

2.3.2 Typical Airborne Laser Bathymetry Systems

There have been several systems developed over the past 20 years [2]. Listed below are some of
the ALB systems that were developed.

WRELADS I, WRELADS II, LADS I, LADS II (Australian)[3-6]
LARSEN 500 (Canadian)[7]
FLASH, HAWKEYE (Swedish[S- I 2l
SHOALS (Swedish/Canadian for US Army/uS airforce)[ I 3- 1 4]
AOL, ABS, HALS, OWL, (USAX15-Igl
GOI (Russian)[19]
BLOL (Chinese)[20]
Thompson and Sintra (French)
DSS (German)
TRLF (European)

Most of these systems were purely experimental. However some of these systems have been
developed to operational ALB systems. For example; the Australian LADS system, the Swedish
HAWKEYE system, the Canadian LARSEN system and the US Army/ US Airforce SHOALS
system.

6



Each of these operational systems use the Nd:YAG laser source with wavelengths of 1064 nm
and 532 nm. This laser source was chosen to provide the most suitable light frequencies for
surface detection and depth penetration of coastal waters. Minor differences in these systems

occur due to laser power, laser pulse repetition frequency (PRF), field of view (FOV) of the
receiver system, analogue to digital conversion (ADC) resolution, sample rate, etc. The main
differences occur because of the scanning system and the sea surface reference method
employed. The LADS system differs from the other systems, because it uses a rectangular

scanning system for a green laser beam, and an accompanying IR beam fixed vertically
downwards to detect the sea surface. The direction of the IR beam was selected to point
vertically downwards, to maximise the detection of the sea surface in smooth seas, to provide

a reliable sea surface reference. The HAWKEYE and the SHOALS systems both use an IR
beam concentric with the green beam, both operating together in a conical scanning pattern.

The IR beam again is used to detect the water surface and the green beam to detect the seabed.

The conical scan is tilted forward to provide a 15 degree beam scan angle relative to vertical.

The design for an ALB system essentially depended on the choice of a suitable laser source, and

on how that laser was to be directed to probe the seabed. Early experimental systems such as

V/RELADS I etc, were profiling systems, and directed the laser beam vertically downwards into
the water. Later systems employed scanning mechanisms to increase the coverage rate of the

area to be surveyed. WRELADS II and later LADS systems employed a rectangular scanning
mechanism to provide uniform seabed coverage. The Canadian Larsen 500 system used a

conical scanning system.

7



3. Signal Processing Methods in a Typical ALB System

A tlpical ALB (Airborne Laser Bathymetry) system is the Australian developed T.ADS (Laser
Airborne Depth Sounding) system. The LADS system was built in the late 1980's for the
Royal Australian Navy (RAN) and was a further development of the prototype WRELADS II
system [5]. An improved LADS II system was built by the LADS Corporation and made
operational in September 1998. The LADS system essentially consists of an airborne sub-
system and a ground analysis sub-system. The airborne sub-system is comprised of laser
transmitting and receiving units, scanning optics, and data logging hardware.

A functional block diagram of the LADS airborne system is shown in Figure I below.

Figure 1. Functional block diagram of the LADS airborne system

A Nd: YAG laser is located in a Fokker F27 aircraft and fires 5 ns laser pulses down-wards into
the sea at 168 pulses per second. The IR output of 1064 nm, is frequency doubled to produce
green pulses at 532 nm, and a beam splitter separates the IR and green beams, The IR beam is
directed vertically down-wards, and expanded (=50 mR) to illuminate a spot of 25 m diameter
on the sea surtace, to establtsh a rehable sea surt'ace datum. The lR pulses, which are reflected
off the surface of the sea, are detected by a diode IR receiver in the aircraft.

The narrower green beam (=6 mR), which illuminates a spot of 3 m diameter on the sea surface,
is scanned 15 deg on either side of nadir, and penetrates the seawater to detect the sea bottom.
A small portion of the laser source energy is bled off and delayed before being fed into the input
of the green receiver, refer Figure I . The bled off laser energy generates a calibration pulse in
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the detected composite waveform, see Figure 2, which provides a relative measure of the energy
of the laser pulse at firing time.

The green laser pulses penetrate the seawater to depths of up to 70 m, dependant upon seawater

clarity, before being reflected back to the aircraft, where they are detected by a green receiver.
The green receiver consists of a Cassegrain telescope, containing a spatial filter to control the
field of view of the green beam, a spectral filter to suppress unwanted light and a polarisation
filter to attenuate surface reflections. The field of view of the spatial filter is set at 40 mR for all
scanning beams, except for the first beam in each scan, where the field of view is set to 8 mR.

The spectral filter is designed to pass 532nn light with a bandwidth of 0.6 nm.

The output of the green receiver is passed through a PMT, where it is combined with the IR
pulse output from the IR receiver, to form composite waveforms (refer Figure 2). The gain of
the PMT is controlled for non-extremity beams (refer to Figure 4) to optimise the SNR of the
reflected bottom pulses, while for the two extremity beams, the gain of the PMT is kept
constant, to provide constant gain waveforms suitable for the evaluation of seawater turbidity
parameters. The composite waveform signals are input into an analogue to digital converter,
where they are sampled every 2 ns to record digital composite waveforms of 1024 samples.

Note that a fixed time delay is used before recording the 1024 waveform samples to account for
the 500 m aircraft altitude. The position, of the IR pulse in these waveforms, represents the

detection time of the sea surface by the IR beam. Note that; see Figure 2,the detection time of
the sea surface by the green beam occurs later in time, due to the longer propagation delay in the

green receiver hardware and the PMT than in the IR receiver. This delay is accounted for, when
reducing the composite waveforms of 1024 samples, to raw waveforms, refer to para 3.2, where

the position of the IR pulses are used to position 256 samples of the green laser waveforms to
form the raw waveforms. The reduction in waveform size to 256 samples is required to reduce

storage size and recording time, when logging the waveform data to magnetic recording media
(ie compact disc) in the aircraft.

Surface pulse

Cal IR Backscatter
pulse Pulse Bottom pulse

2s6

1024

Figure 2 Composite waveform structure

A Ground Analysis Sub-system processes the recorded raw waveform LADS data and uses that

data to calculate the depth and position of soundings. A functional block diagram of the ground

analysis system is shown in Figure 3. Note that the symbols used are defined later.

9
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Figure 3. Functional block diagram of the LADS ground analysis system

Briefly, the surface and bottom pulses of the non-extremity raw waveforms (w) are used to
detect the position of the sea surface and the sea bottom, while the backscatter region of the
extremity waveforms is used to estimate seawater turbidity. The positions of the raw waveform
surface pulses, are then filtered to determine the mean sea level and any apparent sea surface tilt.
Corrections to the detected positions of the sea surface and sea bottom are then made, to allow
for any determined sea surface bias (b) or any apparent sea surface tilt (^Q), refer section3.4.
Further corrections are made to depth positions for late entry of the laser beam due to detected
wave action, airlseawater surface refraction, depth bias due to light particle scattering and tide.
The resulting depths (dlu¿,) are then evaluated for selection as sounding depths for chart
production.

As illustrated in Figure 4, the LADS system is designed to produce a rectangular pattern of
depth positions, with a nominal spacing between adjacent depth positions of l0 m. The
scanning system, is intended for an aircraft height and speed of 500 m and 70 m/s respectively,
and produces 24 laser Dositions (or spots) per scan and 7 scans oer second. Data is stored in 2 s
frames of 14 scans, which results in a total of 336 raw waveforms stored per frame of data.
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Figure 4. LADS scan pattern

In LADS, all depths are calculated from non-extremity waveforms. Here, the field of view
(FOV) of the green receiver is maintained large (aOm R) and the gain of the PMT is dynamically

controlled to suppress backscatter noise while amplifuing the returned bottom pulse, as

discussed inl22l. The large FOVs collect the maximum amount of returned laser light energy

for bottom pulse detection, while the PMT gain control maximizes the SNR of the bottom
pulses.

As mentioned previously, only the extremity waveforms are used to estimate seawater turbidity.
Here, as the FOV of the green receiver is switched between small (8 mR) and large (40 mR), the

raw waveforms produced are analysed to calculate attenuation coefficients ks and k¡ , for small

and large FOV respectively. Here, because the gain of the PMT is held constant for each

waveform, the exponential decay of the waveform can be estimated, as explained in Section

3.3.3.

A more detailed explanation of relevant functional blocks is now given.

3.1 Anologue to Digital Conversion

All continuous composite laser waveforms w"(t), refer to Figure 1, are digitised by a 6 bit
Biomation A./D converter, which samples each waveformat2 ns intervals and stores each

resulting digitized waveform (w"[k]) as 1024 samples. A sample interval of 2 ns was selected,

so that the sampling frequency of 500 MHz is greater than twice the highest frequency

component of w.(t), to prevent aliasing effors.
Therefore, we have

w"[k] = w"(kÂt), k = 1 to 1024

where At=2ns

il

(3. 1)



3.2 Digital Waveform Storage

Composite laser waveforms (w"[k] of 1024 samples) are reduced to raw waveforms (w,lsl of
256 samples) for economy of storage and computer processing time, to allow data logging to be
accomplished in real time. The 256 samples of the composite laser waveforms that are selected
for logging are those, which contain the reflected surface and bottom pulse returns of the green
laser beams.

The position of the IR pulse in the composite waveforms determines a principal (or nominal) IR
time reference in the raw waveforms at w,[5], as indicated in Figure 5. Here the raw
waveforms (w.[s] of 256 samples) consist of the last section of the composite waveforms as

defined by equation (3.2). The nominal IR surface reference represents the expected detected
position of the sea surface by the scanning green beam, allowing for delays Â1 and Å2. Delay A1

accounts for the delay in the response time of the green receiver and the PMT electronics
compared with the response time of the IR receiver electronics, and delay A2 accounts for the
delay due to the extra slant distance travelled by the seanning green laser beam. Note that some
variation in the position of the green beam surface position in relation to the nominal IR sea
surface position will occur because of wave action.

nominal IR sea reference

w,[s]

w"[k]

Cal
pulse

5

IR
pulse

k=l to 1024

s =l to 256

-15

ar
L2

Figurc 5 Raw laser waveform structure

Therefore we have:

w'[s] = w.[s f k¡p f A1 ¡ Lz - 15], s=l to 256 (3.2)

where
kn is the 50% pulse level detection position of the IR surface pulse. (It represents

the sample time when the IR pulse detected the sea surface)

t2



Ar is the time delay between the detected IR sea surface pulse and the expected true
surface position.

= 2H(sec@r-1) / (c.Ât) and is the time delay to account for the slant height of the
scanning green laser beams, where H is the height of the aircraft above the sea

surface, measured by the IR laser beam and Õ1 is the measured gteen laser beam

scan angle. [= 2H(secÕr-l) / (c.At)]

For extremity waveforms, calibration pulses replace the end of the raw waveforms to provide
calibration parameters, which can be used to calibrate backscatter amplitudes. In this case

w.[s] = w.[s-200+þu¡], s=200 to 256 (3.3)

where

hr is the start time (sample index) of the calibration pulse window.

3.3 Waveform Detection and Analysis

The stored raw wavefoÍns wr are retrieved and processed to determine the location of the sea

surface, the location of the sea bottom and the turbidity of the seawater.

The shape of the raw waveforms will vary with sea surface conditions, seawater clarity,
seawater depth, and sea bottom characteristics. Less green laser energy is reflected back from
the sea surface towards the aircraft for laser beams angled away from the vertical, than for laser

beams directed vertically downwards, especially in smooth seas. ln these conditions, some of
the reflected laser beam surface energy is lost to the field of view of the green receiver, which
results in small or non-detectable surface pulses. Seawater backscatter energy is higher in turbid
seawater, and generally results in large backscatter envelopes and small bottom pulses, while in
clear seawater, less laser energy is lost and larger bottom pulses result. Reflected laser energy

from the seabed depends on the characteristics of the bottom. Sandy bottoms provide highly
reflective surfaces, and larger bottom pulses usually result, while muddy weedy bottoms absorb

and scatter most of the laser beam energy, resulting in much smaller bottom pulses.

The condition of the sea surface is particularly relevant when valid surface returns are required

by the surface filter, in determining the true mean sea level. In smooth seas, valid surface

reflections are generally only obtained from near nadir waveforms, as surface reflections for
laser beams directed away from nadir, are generally lost to the field of view of the green receiver

as previously mentioned. In rough seas however, valid surface returns are observed for most of
the wavefofins across the scan.

Figure 6 below shows a scan set of 24 waveforms from a two second frame of data. A typical
non-extremity raw waveform is shown highlighted, and shows a surface pulse, a region of
backscatter energy and a bottom pulse. Here the waveform detection process examines the

waveform for the existence of a valid surface pulse and bottom pulse.

Lz
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Figure 6. A typical LADS raw wavefonn

Two extremity waveforms are also shown in Figure 6. They are typical of extremity \À/aveforrns
used to determine seawater turbidity parameters, as explained in section 3.3.3, and the
backscatter region of these wavefoffns is an indication of the amount of scattering of the green
laser beam in the seawater. The two pulses located at the extreme right of these two waveforms
are calibration pulses, mentioned previously, and are not currently used in any subsequent
calculations.

3.3.1 Surface Position Estimation

All non-extremity ra\M waveforrns, are examined within a surface region for the existence of a
surface pulse, refer to Figure 7.

The surface region is defined as the first 30 2 ns samples of the raw waveform, which will allow
for wave action of up to plus or minus 3 1/3 metres. As mentioned previously, for smooth seas
the surface reflected laser energy is generally reflected away from the field of view of the green
receiver and the detected laser energy is mostly due to backscatter energy from seawater
moiecuies an<i other seawater impurities. A true surface reftection is therefore recognised when
a sufficiently fast rise time pulse is detected within the surface region.
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Figure 7 Surface and bottom pulse detection

A surface pulse is said to exist, if within the surface region, a significant pulse is detected, and

the rise time of the pulse is less than 12 ns. The rise time of the pulse is defined as the time

interval between the 20%o and the 80% height of the leading edge of the pulse, and pulse

detection is defined as the time at the 50o/o pulse height on the leading edge of the pulse.

When a surface pulse is determined, then the position (s¡) of the surface in metres, with respect

to the nominal lR surface reference is determined by:

sn= (t, - tnXcAt)/(2n *) (3.4)

where t. is the 50% pulse level time position of the surface pulse and î * = 1.3389.

trn = l5(2n*/cÅt) and is the time position of the nominal IR surface reference in the

raw wavefonn, as discussed in section 3.2.

3.3.2 Bottom Position Estimation

After estimation of the surface position the waveforrns are filtered by zero phase shift high and

low pass linear filters, to remove low and high frequency noise components and the sub-surface

region is searched for up to two sub-surface pulses (see Figure 7) as follows. A moving average

filter (with a lO-sample bandwidth) is moved along all samples in the filtered waveforms [30] to
estimate pulse energy values. The two largest pulse energy maximum values are found, which
locates pulsel and pulse2, if they exist. The 50% position of each of the identified pulses, tpr

andtpz, is then determined. The most probable pulse is then determined, as suggested by Billard

[21] and the position (s61) in metres of this bottom pulse relative to the IR surface position

determined by:

sbl = (tp - trn XcAt)/(2'n*) (3.5)

where to is the 50% pulse level time position of the most probable bottom pulse.
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3.3.3 Seawater Turbidity Parameter Estimation

It has been shown by Billard et all22l that the optical attenuation coefficient (k) and a
backscatter parameter B of seawater can be estimated from constant gain laser waveforms
coilected by a laser-based airborne hydrographic system. Here it was shown, assuming uniform
seawater turbidity with depth, that the returned laser power to an airborne platform can be
represented by a simple exponential expression of the form:

P(d)=Bexp(-2kd) (3.6)

where d is the distance below the sea surface, k is the attenuation coefficient and B is a zero
depth backscatter parameter. Regression analysis was then used to estimate B and k. It should
be noted that k will vary with the FOV of the green receiver, dependent upon the scattering of
the laser beam. For example, in clear seawater with less scattering of the beam there will be less
dependence of k on FOV than in turbid seawater. It should also be noted, that B is dependent
upon the transmitted power of the laser pulse.

Figure 8 Estimation of turbidity parameters

In LADS, where the extremity waveforms are specifically amplified with constant gain,
regression analysis is used to fit an exponential expression, refer figure 8, and estimate B and k.
E-^-+L:^^-^l-,^:^1,f^-L^rL1^--^/1-\^--l--^--1rll-\-e^ll-f-:,----rñ.r-rr^I rrIrr ùrrrù .u.rdryùlù, rr r\Jl uuur ranËç \Ä.L,, 4rru srlr4u (r(S,, uËlus or vlew an(l _E Ior rarge Irglos oI
view are calculated, where kl = k, for large fields of view and ks = k, for small fields of view.

Estimates of k are obtained by regression analysis of the logarithm of the extremity waveforms
in the backscatter region, excluding any sea-surface or seabed reflected energy.

w.[s] =wo*B exp(2kd[s]) (3.7)

ln(w,[s] - wo) = ln(B) - 2kd[s]
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where
d[s] - (s-tn) (cÂt)/(2n*)

and
wo = base level of the waveform
w,[s] = amplitude of the extremity raw waveform
B = backscatter amplitude atzero depth

k = attenuation coefficient

For the calculated turbidity values to be considered valid, k must be greater than say 0.02m-l and

the number of good points in the fit must be greater than 10.

Now
k for small FOV extremity waveforms
k for large FOV extremity waveforms

This estimation is discussed in detail by Billard, inl22l, where the optical properties that are

relevant for monochromatic unpolarised light in seawater are defined.

a\¡, is the absorption coefficient of seawater

b* is the scattering coefficient of seawater

br is the forward scatter coefficient of seawater

bu is the backscatter coefficient of seawater

cw is the total attenuation coefficient of seawater (where c* = a* f b*)

The method used in LADS to estimate seawater turbidity is that proposed by Billard [23], where

b¡ is estimated as a function of ks and kl. Here he reports that theoretically, k +a* for a

suffrciently large FOV of the receiver optics and that k + c* for a small FOV. In practice some

allowance must be made for the relevant scattering phase function, the relevant single scattering

albedo crb and the actual FOV. However as k¡ -= a* and ks -= c* = rl* * b*, then b* -- ks - kl'
He also noted 1231, thatthe backscatter coefficient b5 is determined as bu = b* - br and is

typically no more than l-l0o/o of b*. Thus as b¡ is approximately 90-99% of the total backscatter

b*, then b¡ can be represented as some function of ks and kr.

b¡= f(k5 , k¡) (3.8)

This parameter, which is an estimation of the forward scattering of photons through the

seawater, is then used in LADS to account for the observed depth biases, measured by the

LADS system. ln laser bathymetry it is the forward scattering light that detects the seabed and

reflects back to the airborne receiver.

3.4 Mean Sea Surface Estimation

In LADS, as mentioned previously, the wide vertical lR laser beam is used to provide a reliable

first estimate of the mean sea level. It illuminates a spot of 25 m diameter on the sea surface

and the upward reflected laser energy is readily detected by the IR receiver. However two

principal ett-ects limit the accuracy of the IR beam in detecting the mean sea level. Firstly,

where there is wave action, thc scnsitivc IR receiver detects tho returned energy from the wave

peaks, resulting in sea level measurements, biased towards the peaks of the of the wave action-

kr=
i_Kl-

and
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Secondly, the 25m diameter spot size is restricted to surface \¡/aves with wavelengths less than
25m,to provide adequate sea surface position averaging, refer Figure 9.

fixed vertical
wide IR beam

scannlng
narow beam

Sea surtäce

MSL

Figure 9 Sea surface detection geometry

The narrower scanning green laser beam is then used to determine a more accurate mean sea
level estimate than the wide vertical IR beam. The green laser beam, which illuminates a2.5 m
diameter spot, will act as a profiler and track the sea surface through the peaks and troughs of
waves having wavelengths less than 1.5 m. By averaging the positions of the valid green beam
surface retums with respect to the corresponding surface positions estimated by the IR beam,
any sea-surface bias, and any apparent tilt in the measured position of the sea surface, can be
evaluated. A predictive Kalman filter method described inp4|' is used adjusted for LADS
configuration, to calculate sea surfaco bias (b) and sea surface tilt error (^O). A sea surface tilt
error will be detected when there is a tilt off horizontal in the airborne laser platform. Another
consideration occurs in glassy seas, where the reflected energy of the green laser pulse is often
reflected away from the field of view of the green beam receiver, and the only detected valid sea
surface retums are from nadir pulses. This can affect the accuracy in estimating tilt, refer
section 4.6.

3.5 Sea Surface Corrections

The sea surface tilt error (^O), determined by the surface filter, is used to correct the green
beam scan angles ((Þ1), the position of surface (s¡1) and sub-surface (s61) pulses.

Any detected sea-surface tilt indicates an error in the vertical reference of the laser platform and
therefore and error in the measurement of scan angles relative to vertical. This requires a
correction; to account for an incorrect time delay (42) used in the position determination of raw
waveforms, refer to section 3.2.
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where
(Þr

Qz
s¡2

s¡z

and

dr = ð((H/r''¡*)/(sec or- 1)/A (Þr = (H/q*)(sec'o'¡sino'

Further corrections are necessary, to the positions of both the surface and the sub-surface pulses,

to account for any calculated surface bias error.

(þz=(þr+AO
Sf2=Sfl-drAO
Sbz=Sbl-daAQ

S¡¡3=562-b

is the measured scan angle of the green laser beam

is the second approximation of the scan angle of the green laser beam

is the second approximation of the sea surface pulse position in metres

is the second approximation of the sea bottom pulse position in metres

(3.e)

(3.10)S¡=S¡2-b

where
S¡
sul

is the third approximation of the sea surface pulse position

is the third approximation of the sea bottom pulse position

3.6 Sea Surface Late Entry Correction

A late entry correction is used to correct the position of bottom pulses, to account for wave

trough action. The initial calculation of the position of the bottom pulse, refer to pata3.3.2,

assumes the time of laser beam propagation, from the IR surface position to the sea bottom and

back, is totally in seawater. This is not the case where a,wave trough occurs, and the (1 - l/n*)
term accounts for the difference in speed of the laser energy in air as compared with its speed in

seawater, refer Figure 10.

Sea surface

MSL

S¡¡

Sea bed

Figure 10 Sea surface late entry diagram
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For example, the late entry of the green laser pulse into the seawater will cause it to take less
time for the return trip from the mean sea level to the sea bottom than if there were no late entry
This results in the depth to the sea bottom being calculated deeper than it actually is (time to
distaüce calcuiaiio¡is assurne seawaier iight velocity conversion). A conection must be made.
In this câs€, Ss (the position of the surface relative to the mean sea level) in the formula below
would be negative and sur would be adjusted to be shallower.

Sb4 = sb¡ + (l - 1/1*) sg (3.1 r)

When the laser beam encounters a wave peak, no correction is required, because there is no air
path between the mean sea level and the sea surface. The sea surface and sea bottom positions
were calculated assuming laser pulse propagation in seawater, refer to equations 3.4 and 3.5.

3.7 Sea Surface Refraction Correction

s64 represents the slant depth of the seabed (in metres) relative to the mean sea level. Allowance
must now be made for the refraction of the laser beam across the airlsea interface and to
calculate the vertical clepth el¡ of the seawater, refer to Figure I 1

MSL

îw = 1.3389

S6a

Sea bottom

Figure I I Sea surface refraction correction

Initially the vertical depth (in metres) can be calculated as:

dt = s¡¿ cos( (Þ3 ) = su¿ {(t - sin21o3¡¡,

where
@3 is the refracted laser beam scan angle.

Allowing for refraction and assuming a flat sea surface at the point of beam entry:

11* = sin((Þ2)/sin(@3) or sin(Õ3) = sin(@2)/q*

dr =s¡¿[l -(sin<Þ2 lrlò'l'''

20
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3.8 Depth Bias Correction

A further correction to dr is required to account for the delay in detection time of the reflected

bottom pulse, due to light scattering in seawater. The effect of such scattering is to lengthen the

path length of light photons in seawater and delay their detection time. This phenomenon was

investigated by Billard et al [25], where an empirical predictive depth bias model was proposed

based on seawater depth and laser beam scan angle. Later studies by Penny, Abbot and Lane

l29,Il developed two depth bias models, one based on seawater depth (dr) and laser beam scan

angle (<Þ2) and the other based on seawater depth (d1), laser beam scan angle (iÞ2) and a forward

scatter coefficient (b¡), to account for the effect of seawater turbidity on depth bias. These

models are classified Commercial in Confidence and are not disclosed in this thesis.

Therefore we have:

dz=dr-dbiu, (3.13)

where
dbiu, = f(d1, (Þ2) or f(d1, Õ2, br)

d,¡¿"

mean sea level

lowest astronomical tide

d¡i^

Figure 12 Depth bias and tide corrections

3.9 Tidal Correction

Finally depths must be related to a recognised hydrographic chart datum, instead of to a local

mean sea level. This correction is performed by subtracting the depth of tide ({¡6") from d2.

dtud.=dz-du¿" (3.r4)

Tides are measured using tide poles, or using tide gauges. Tide poles have a local datum mark

above which the depth of seawater (ie tide) can be measured at regular times. Tide pole

measurements are corrected to a Lowest Astronomical Tide (LAT) [26] datum, which is used by
the Royal Australian Navy, for chart production
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Tide poles are normally located on jetties or other locations around the coast where
measurements can be read conveniently. Tide gauges on the other hand can be deployed in
open seawaters and retrieved at later intervals and tide measurements determined. These tide
gauges record seawater pressure and theref'ore allowance must be made for temperafure and
atmospheric pressure when computing tide values. Tides may also be predicted using a
suitable prediction model for specific locations. Tide determined by predictive models require
correction for the effects of wind and atmospheric pressure particularly in shallow coastal
areas where these effects can cause large tide variations from predicted values.

Corrections for tide are made by subtracting the tide estimate (d,i¿") from the corrected vertical
seawater depth (d2),refer to Figure 12.

3.10 Summary

This section described the main functions of a typical airborne laser bathymetry system and
outlined the signal processing methods used. It described the function of the laser transmitting
and receiving systems and the use of a wide angle IR laser beam to detect the sea surface and the
use of a scanning narrow blue-green laser beam to probe the seawater and detect thc sca bottom.

It described methods of detecting returned laser energy and the signal processing methods
used to extract and correct sea depth information.
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4. Error Analysis of a Typical Airborne Lidar Bathymetry
System

4.1 The Airborne Laser Bathymetry Measurement Process

An ALB system measures depth by pulsing laser energy downward into the sea and observing

the detection times of the reflected laser pulses from the sea surface and the seabed. Then,

allowing for system geometry, surface wave action, subtracting accurate tide measurements,

depth relative to lowest astronomical tide (LAT) is calculated. In the LADS system, algorithms

have been developed to correct for these factors. However residual depth errors still remain.

Measurement errors of aircraft height, laser beam scan angle, and others will propagate through

the algorithms and contribute to errors in depth estimation. Furthermore, laser pulses are

comrpted by noise during their transition time, due to sea surface effects, seawater scattering

and absorption, sea bottom reflection characteristics, and system electronics, all resulting in

e11ors in the detection of the position of surface and bottom pulses, and therefore in the

measurement of depth.

The following error analysis of the LADS system will estimate the sensitivity of depth accuracy

to noise in the raw input data and to limitations in LADS depth data processing algorithms.

4.2 Error Analysis Method

A thorough error analysis of the LADS system would be extremely difficult and time consuming

because of the complex nature of the signal processing functions. Many processing functions

are non-linear and are not always accurately defined analytically, and therefore an analysis of
propagation of errors, and of their effect on depth accuracy is an extremely difficult problem.

Furthermore, measurements of the absolute signal error, at intermediate stages of the signal

processing chain, are not generally available.

Therefore a simplified model of LADS effor processes, based on the existing LADS signal

processing functions, is proposed, and is illustrated in Figure 13. Here a functional block

represents each of the significant signal processing functions. Errors are assumed to be random

and statistically independent from block to block, unless otherwise stated. The simplified error

model method will estimate erïor propagation through each functional block in turn, until the

effors at the output of the last block are determined.

To achieve this, an error model for a multiple input singular output non-linear function

pf(a,b,c) was developed, refer to Appendix A. Here, õy is the error in y due to errors ôa, õb

and ôc in a, b and c respectively, at a point of interest (a1,b1,c1), where f(a,b,c) is assumed linear.

The resulting equations are:

ôy = [ðf(a,b,c)/ða] õa + [ðf(a,b,c)/ðb] õb + [ðf(a,b,c)/ðc] õc (4.1)

Þoy = ðf(a,b ,c)lòalar,br,cr þ¡" + ðf(a,b,c)/ðb lar,br,cr lr¡u + ðf(a,b ,c)lòclar,ur,cr Fõc
(4.2)

6'0, = (D(a,b,c)/ða)2 lur,ur,.r do" + (âf(a,b,c)/ðb)2 l"r,¡r,.r o2o¡ * (ôf(a,b,c)/ðc)2 lur,ur,.r 02¡"

Applying these equations to the system processes, the propagation of error distributions through

each functional block in the system can be modelled.
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Figure 13: Block diagram of the LADS error processes

However, the propagation of errors through the model relies on valid estimates of the errors at
all input stages of the model. Unfortunately, as mentioned previously, no quantitative measure
of mean effors within the LADS system is available and only estimates of the standard
deviations of the errors can generally be made. Therefore, the simplified error model is only
used to calculate the propagation of the variance of error though the system. This approach is
considered reasonable, as it will enable the identification of processes within LADS, which
result in the occurïence of significant variations in depth error. Further, the application of a
linear model is considered acceptable, as LADS processes are relatively linear within their
operational regions.

The development of a simplified error model, as applied to LADS processes, follows.

4.3 Analogue to Digital Conversion

The process of analogue to digital conversion (ADC) consists of two operations; sampling and
quantization. Sampling is the process of defining instantaneous points in time of the data,
,..L:l^ ^-.^-4:-^+:^- !^ t1-- ^^,-------:-,- -cL1- - -1 

^¡i 
r ¡wrrrrç qu(rrrLtL.aLtvtt rs ùrrç uurlvçrsrolr u_r ulc varug oI me oata at samplmg trme rnto numerlcal

quantities. Errors occurring in the ADC process can be identifîed as being due to sampling or
aliasings, quantization, apetture timing, timing jitter or other miscellaneous non-linearities
127,p337-3421.

In LADS, the detected laser analogue waveforms w"(t) are digitised by a 6 bit ADC unit, which
samples the waveform w"(t) at 2 ns intervals with a 6 bit resolution for 1024 samples.
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w"[k] = w"(t), k= 1 to 1024

where
t =kÂt
At = 2ns

Sampling or aliasing erïors occur when the sampling frequency selected in the ADC process is

less ihan twice the highest frequency component in the signal being sampled. In LADS, the

sampling frequency oISOO MHz is greater than twice the highest frequency component of the

raw datawaveforms, and no detectable waveform distortion due to aliasing was apparent in

the sampled raw data.

However quantizing e11ors (Âw") in amplitude, will result in small quantization errors (ôto) in

pulse deteðtion time, and will be dependant on pulse slope (m) at the quantization point, refer to

Figure 14.

wclkl

õw" slope m

ôk=ôtq/Àt

k

Figure 14: Quantization waveform time effors

Here the quantising increment (Awr) can be estimated [28, pl46] as

A\À/. = fsd/(2'-1)

where fsd is the full scale display value of w. and n is the number of bits used in the ADC. As

the quantising amount (AwJ is equally likely any where within the quantization increment, the

mean and standard deviation of Âw" can be estimated 127,p3401as:

Fô*c = 0
oô*" = (t/{l2xfsd/(2'-1)

which will result in waveform position time errors ol

F¡tq 0

oô,0 = ( I /{ I 2xfsd/(2"- 1 ))(Atlm)
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where m is the slope of the composite waveform (w.) at the quantization point.

Evaluaiing ior fsd = 252, n = 6 and m=i 6/2ns (for a typicai bottom pulse), we have:

oô,0 = Ol11ÐQ521(26-t))(2xr}-e/rc) = 1.443x10-r0 s (or = I cm in deprh)

The errors in depth due to quantisation will vary, dependant on the front slope of the bottom
pulse, and are of the order of centimetres. The likely maximum depth error of 4 cms, would
occur when the smallest likely pulse slope of nr4l2ns occurred.

Another consideration is the effect of aperture erïors. The Biomation A/D converter, used in the
LADS system, uses high-speed parallel discrete digital logic circuitry and has an estimated
aperture error of 100 ps. This will, assuming a worse case of equal probability of occurrence in
jitter position, result in small timing errors of

F,=0
or= (I/tll2)Ât = (llr/tZ¡tOO ps = 2.9x10-rr s (or = 2 mm in depth)

Aperture errors will result in depth errors less than 1 cm and will be ignored.

There is also an interval trigger delay stability of 3 samples in the Biomation ADC unit, which
means that all samples within a given digitizedwaveform may be shifted together by plus or
minus one sample. Because the relative positions of samples (in particular the relativè position
of surface and bottom pulses to the IR surface reference pulse) within waveforms, will not be
altered, no errors in depth determination, due to internal trigger delay stability, will result.

4.4 Waveform Storage

The raw waveform w,[s] is stored as 256 samples, and is displaced in time from the composite
waveform w.[k] by a sample time such that w.F5] corresponds to the nominal sea surface
position detected by the IR beam, refer to section 3.2, where

w.[s] = w"[s * hn + Ar ¡ Lz - l5], s=l to 256 Ø.4)

and, referring to section3.2, we have:

s =k-kn-Âr - [2H(sec@1-1)/(cAt)] + 15 (4.5)

Thus any elrors, ôkrn, ôH and õQ which occur in the measurement of k¡p, H and Q¡, will result in
effors ôs in the position s of the sampled waveform w.[s], and therefore to errors in the
calculation of depth.

The error in the measurement of krn, will occur due to abnormal wave peaks, wave spray or
because of the detection sensitivity of the IR receiver and will result in errors õs in the time
position of individualraw waveforms. Note this error is considered distinct from those
corrected by the filtered average sea surface bias discussed in section 4.6, where a filtered
average difference between the detected green surface returns and the IR surface returns, is used
to measure and correct a sea surface bias.
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Now applying equation (a.1) to (4.5) we have:

6s = (ðs/ðkn)ôkn+ (âs/ðH)õH + (ðs/ð(Þr)õ(Þr

= -õkrn- [2(secÕ¡ - l)/(c^t)]ôH - [(2HlcAt)1sec2o1¡1sin@r)]õ@r

and, applying equations (4.2), we have:

Fæ = -þ¡r.n - [2(seco1 - 1)/(c^t)]p6¡¡ - [(2HlcÂt)(sec2@lXsinor)]p¡or
(4.6)

02ô, = o2ôun+ [2(secÕ1 - l)/(cÂt)]2d¡n + [(2HlcAt)(sec'Õ'¡1sitt(Þ,)]t d¡.'

The conversion of composite waveforms into 256 sample raw waveforms has the potential for

error. Any error ôkn in the position of the IR surface will be directly transferable to the position

of the raw waveform and therefore to the ALB system depth. Also any error ô(Þl in the

measurement of the scan angle Õr will have the potential to cause a significant error ðs for large

scan angles and therefore in system depth.

4.5 Waveform Detection

The waveform detection process detects the 50o/o pulse location of the sea surface (s¡) and the

50% pulse location of the sub-surface (s61) reflections relative to the nominal IR surface

referánce, refer to sections 3.3.1 and 3.3.2. In LADS the 50% pulse time detection points are

determined by linear interpolation between waveform sample points. There is a storage time

enor (õs) associated with every raw waveform position, a qtantization time enor (ôto)

associated with each waveform sample point and a time enor (õtl) associated with the linear

interpolation process, refer to Figure 15. Here the maximum absolute value of ôtr is dependant

on thì curvature of the waveform and is assumed to be of the order of 1/10 of one sample time

(2 ns). Also, it was noted from results data, that the curvature of the waveform atthe 50Vo

detection point is equally likely to be convex or concave. Therefore, assuming that E{ôtt}=0

and the magnitude of ôtr is equally likely between 0 and 0.2 ns we have:

F¡tt = 0
6ôtr = (0.1xhh2) At (4.7)

and

oôtr = (0.lxlAh2)(2x10-e) = 5.77x10-11 s (or = 4 mm)

Now, for the calculation of a surface pulse detection error (õs¡) and referring to Figure 15, we

have a waveform position input error (ôs), a linear interpolation input error (ôt1), and two point

quantization input errors (ôtq.r , õtqs2).

Also for the calculation of a bottom pulse detection error (õsur) we have input errors of ôs, õtr,

ôtqrrand ôtquz.
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Figure 15: Pulse position error diagram

Now, the errors in determining s¡¡ and s6¡ can be estimated in metres as:

ôsn = (cÂl2r¡*)ôs + (c/2n*)õto,r + (c/2r1*)õtq,2 + (c/2q*)õ¡¡
ôsur = (cÂrl2r1*)ôs + (c/2r1*)ôtqur + (c/2r]*)ôtqr, + (c/2q,)ör

Therefore, assuming that E{ôtq.r¡ = E{ôto,z1 = E{ôtqrr¡=E{ôtqrz} = E{ôtr} = 0

and applying equations (4.2), we have:

Fôsr = (cÂtl2r¡*) p6,

Fô,br = (cLf2q*) po.

(4.8)
o2ô.rr = (c\tl2q*f o]0. + (cl2r1)2ê6tqsr r (c/2q*)'d¡,q.2 + (cl2r1)2o2ar
dô,¡r = (c\tl2rl)2 02õ. * (c/2r1)'otu,oo, + @12r1*)2d6* *'1ctZr1*¡r&6*,

where o6. is given by equation (4.6), o¡0.1, oôtqs12, o¡o61and o61q62 is given by equation (4.3),
and o¡tr is given by equation (4.7).

Generally the waveform detection process will not cause significant depth effors as quantization
elTors ôto and interpolation errors ôt1 introduce errors of the order of 2 mm and 4 mm
respectively, refer sections 4.3 and 4.5.

4.6 Sea Suriace Fiiter Calculation

The sea surface position (sn) is filtered, refer to section 3.4,to estimate bias (b) and tilt (ÂÕ)
erTors in the sea surface. These parameters are used to correct surface and bottom pulse
positions, refer to section 3.5, to improve the resulting depth accuracy of the LADS system.

The sensitivity of errors in the filter output variables (b and A@) to effors in the surface
position (s¡1) and scan angle (@1), is determined in Appendix B, and can be estimated from the
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following equations, where R is a reduction factor to account for the fîltering effect of the sea

surface filter:

ôb =R[cos(@1+AQ)]ôs¡
+ R fHsin@rcos(or+^o) /cos2(Þ1 - (sr - s*uu" * H/coso1)sin(<Þ1+a@) ] ð(Þt

õÂÕ = R t@+by((s¡¡ -s*uu"*fl/cosÕ r X( S ¡1 -s*uu"*fl/cos(Þ 1)2-(H+b¡2¡ 
1/2)l 

õs¡1

+RIH(H+blri"töt"or'O,1r'r,-r*uu.*H/cosÕrX(sn-s*uu"rH/cosÕ1)2-(H+b)t)t/t)]õÕr

and applying equations (4.2) we have:

F¡¡ = R [cos((Þ,+AÕ)] po,l
+ R [Hsin<Þrcos(Or+^O) /cos2(Þ1 - (srt - s*un" f H/cosÕ1)sin(<Þ1+ÂÕ) ] p¡tt

lrõ¡o = R t@+by((s ¡1-s*uu"*f{/cosÕ1)(( s ¡1-s*uu"*}l/cosÕ1)2-(H+b)')t/')l p¡.1

+RlH(H+b);i;öt("orto,(.rì-.*un.rH/cos<ÞrX(sn-S*uu"*H/cos@r)2-(H+b)')t'')lp¡or

(4.e)

duo = R2 [cos(@r+aÕ)]2 do'' 
, - ls,, - s..,..,- + H/c< , or*,+ nÍ ¡UsinOrcos(Or+A(Þ) /cos2(Þr - (sr - s*uu" I H/cosÕr)sin(O1+Â@) l'

duo* = Rf [Gt+U)/((s n-s*uu"+H/cosÕr)(( s n-s*un.*H/cosÕr)2-(H+b)2)u2)] 
t o'u.n- "* * nt titníUì;;iq;ti"os2q,1s.-s*^""+H/cos@1)(( s ¡1-s*uu"rrl/cos6l)2-(H+b)')t/') I 

t d*'

Generally, it can be assumed that the errors in the estimation of ÂO and b are small. ln

smooth seas the error in the estimation of b is negligible, as the averaged position of the green

laser surface reflections corïespond with the positions of the IR laser surface reflections. But

with increasing sea roughness the error in the estimation of b would be expected to increase,

as the distortion in the Jurface pulses will usually result in larger erTors in the positions sn of

the green laser surface reflections. In smooth seas however, the error in the estimation of A(Þ

wilidepend on how accurately the surface position and laser beam scan angle are measured.

In smoãth seas, valid surface returns usually occur at small scan angles, and as the sensitivity

of tilt estimation to surface position is higher at small scan angles, then small elrors in the

estimation of tilt can result.

4.7 Sea Surface Tilt Correction

surface position (s¡), sub surface position (sur) and scan angle (Õ1 ) are both corrected for tilt

(À(Þ) as follows, refer to section 3.5.

Srz = sr - G/n*) (sino1/cos2or) 
^Õsb2 = sbr - G/n*) (sinÕ1/cos2or) Ao

Õz=Õr+AO

Now considering the errors ôs¡1, ôs61, ôÕr and õa<Þ in sfl, sbl, @1 and aÕ respectively' and

substituting into equations (4.1) we get:

ôsz = ôsn - [G/n*) (l/cos@, + 2 sin2Õ1/cos3Õ1) ( 
^O)] 

ôO1

- [(H/n*) (sin@1/cos2o1;1 ôAO
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ôsuz = ôs6¡ - [(H/4*) (l/cos@r * 2 sin2(Þ1/cos3Õ1) ( 
^O)] 

ôOr
- [(H/n*) (sin@¡ /cos2@,¡1 ôAo

ô(Þz-ôO, +64q

(4.10)

and applying the error model equations (4.2) we obtain:

Fõs¿ = Fô,r - [(H/n*) (l/cosÕ1 + 2 sin2Þtlcos3(Þl¡ ( AO)] p¡o,
- [(H/n*) (sinÕ¡/cos2@¡¡1 ¡16¿ç

Fô.bz = þô,¡r - [(H/n*) (l/cosÕ¡ + 2 sin2etlcos3o,¡ ( AO)] poor
- [(H/n*) (sinÕ1/cos2(Þ1)] p6¡q

þõoz=[r¡or +[rO¡o

(4.1l)

It can be seen from the above equations, that the sea surface tilt correction process will
propagate any elÏor Â(Þ in tilt, into the positions of the sea surface s12 and sea bottom s62, the
propagated error becoming larger with increasing scan angles. The sea surface tilt correction
process will also transfer tilt error into the corrected scan angle (Þ2.

4.8 Sea Surface Bias Correction

The surface position (s¡) and the sub surface position (s52) are corrected for sea surface bias (b),
using the following expressions, refer to section 3.5.

Ss=S12-b
563=562-b

from which it directly follows that

Itôut:=Fa,a-¡t66
Fôsb¡=F¡'¡z-Fou

do.r¡=o2¡.¿*dou
d*or=dõr¡z+d¡u

(4.t2)

Here, it can be seen that the sea surface bias correction process will transfer any error in the
determined sea surfacc bias b, directly into the corrected positions of the sea surface ss and the
sea bottom s63.

4.9 Late Entry Correction

The late entry correction process corrects for the difference in speed of the laser beam in air
compared with its speed in seawater, refer to section 3.6. Thus, when a late surface reflection is
detected, the sub surface distance s53 is corrected for late entry to the sub surface distance s¡¿, by
the following expression, where s6 is positive.
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;

sb4 = sb¡ + (1 - 1/q*) ss

Thus

ôsu+ = õs63 * (l-1lr¡*) õs¡3

and applying the error model we have:

l.r*r¿ = Þ¡.¡¡ * [l-llq*] posn 
(4.13)

du.oo = o2ôub3 + [1-1h* ]t o'¡ro

In the late entry correction process, any effor in the estimate of the corrected surface position sg

(ie of the wave trough), is reduced by the factor (1-1lt1*), which is approximately lt,when
propagated into the bottom position su¿. ln general this correction will be insignificant,

particularly for smooth seas, where the error in sn is generally small.

However, whenever a valid surface waveform is not detected, this correction will not be applied,

and an error equal ro yc of the wave trough will occur, and the depth su will be shallow by that

amount. This situation often occurs in calm seas for non-nadir scan angles, where the scanning

green laser beam is reflected away for the airbome receiver field of view. Fortunately in calm

J.ur, *urr. heights are small and any elïors, from not applying the late entry correction, would

be minor.

4.10 Surface Refraction Correction

The sub surface distance s54 is corrected, for surface refraction, to vertical depth d1 by the

following expression, refer to section 3.7.

dr = sb¿ ^/1t-1.inor¡n*)')

The error (õdl) in dr due to errors (ôsu¿, ô(Þz) in s¡¿ and Qz cãîbe calculated as follows.

ôdr = {[1 - (sin@z/rì*)t] õ.oo - ¡1s54/#*) (sinÕ2.cos@r/({(1 - (siniÞ2/r1*)') )l ôo,

and applying the error model we have:

Fô¿r = ^/¡t - lrirro rl\*)'flr¡,u+ - [(s6a/n2*) (sinÕ2.cos@ry({(l - (sin@z/r]*)') )l p*,
(4.r4)

d¡¿r = [1 - (sinÕ2/n*)'] du,ro + [(s6a/n2*) (sinÕ2.cosOz)/(r/(1 - (sin@2/r¡*¡z¡¡12 êwz

In the surface refraction correction process and errors in bottom position su+ and in scan angle

¡pz will result in errors in the estimation of depth dr. Any errors in sb4 propagate into d1

particularly for small Õ2, while any errors in Õ2 propagate into d1 only becoming significant as

Õz becomes larger.

Note that this correction assumes a horizontal sea surface at the point of refraction. Wave action

will affect the angle of refraction and because the scanning green beam has a 3 m diameter

footprint at the sea surface, the beam will be refracted in numerous directions. ln rough seas

therefore, we can expect some contribution to depth error because the sea surface at the point of

r

.I

i{
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refraction is not likely to be horizontal. However, in smooth seas, the sea surface is likely to be
horizontal, and therefore little or no error would be expected from the surface refraction pror.r..

4.i7 Turbidity ExtraÚion

Attenuation coefficients (ks and k¡) are determined by regression analysis of the backscatter
region of the sampled raw extremity waveform (w,[s]), refer to section 3.3.3. For any given
waveform the mean error of fit is considered to be zero, and.the standard deviation in the fit of
each waveform is computed to provide an indication in the accuracy of the estimation of the
coefficients.

values of k¡, ks, o&l and o6¡s vary with seawater turbidity, as shown in Figure 16.

(a) Turbid seawater at l8 m depth (b) clear seawater at 30 m depth
Figure l6 Turbidity measurements for clear and turbid seawater

Figure I 6 (a) shows the results of a single scan of 24 waveforms at a depth of I 8 m. As
previously explained only the constant gain extremity waveforms are used to measure
attenuation coefficients. For this scan the fitted exponential curves are shown highlighted and
the resultant coefficients are ks = 0.157 and k¡ = 0.097. Note the attenuation of the bottom
return pulses, which indicates significant seawater turbidity.

Figure l6 (b) similarly shows the results of a single scan of 24 waveforms for clear seawater at a
depth of 30 m. Note here the bottom pulses are clearly visible even at a deeper depth. The
resultant measured coefficients are ks = 0.114 and k¡ = 0.084.

Further results were taken at these two locations to obtain averagevalues. The results are
shown in table 1 where the sample mean and standard deviation *.r. .o-puted for 10 samples.
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Table I Attenuation Coefficient Values for Turbid and Clear Seawater

The results for turbid seawater at 18 m were ks= 0.165 srs = 0.00665 kt= 0-097 str = 0'00706

and for clear seawater at 30 m were ks= 0.109 srs = 0.00179 kv- 0-079 sI.I- = 0'00853.

In general these results show the coefficients become smaller with clear seawater and the value

of the smaller FOV coefficient is larger than that of the large FOV coefficient. Also there is less

variation in the measurements of the coefficients in turbid seawater and less variation in the

measurement of the large FOV coefficients.

The difference between the small and large coeffrcients is a measure of seawater turbidity. In
clear seawater, where there is little spreading of the laser beam, the difference in energy detected

between the large and small FOV receiver is small, when compared with that for turbid
seawater, where photon scattering results in a larger spreading of the laser beam. The results

previously obtained, support this giving a larger value for turbid seawater than for clear

seawater. In particular ks -kr = 0.165-0.097 = 0.068 for turbid seawater and = 0.109-.079 =
0.030 for clear seawater. However, in LADS a more sophisticated model of forward scatter was

used, refer section 4.12.

The above attenuation coefficient results were input into the forward scatter and depth bias

models described in sections 4.I2 and 4.I3 to allow the modelling of the depth bias correction
process.

4.12 ßorrvard Scatter Determination

A forward scatter coefficient (b) is calculated as a function, of small and large field of view
coefficients (k5, k¡).

b¡ = f(k5, k¡)

This function is described in [1] and its form was used in deriving the results reported in section

4.17. However as it is classified as Commercial in Confidence, it is not detailed here.

The error (

[166¡and d
ðb¡) in br can be estimated from efrors (ôks, õkL) in the estimate of ks and k¡, giving

mr as follows:
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F¡ur = (Abr /Aks) Þ¡r.s +(ð br /ðkr) Forr * þs¡r

d¡¡r = (ôbr /Aks)2 o2õr.s * (Abr /AkL)2 o2ôr.r f o2eur

(4.1s)

The error term (86¡) is provided to allow for the imperfections of the forward scatter model.

The errors in the measurement of the attenuation coefficients ks and k¡, together with the error
in the forward scatter model E5¡, ârê transmitted into the estimation of the forward scatter
coefficient b¡.

4.13 Depth Bias Correction

Correction to vertical depth (d1) to estimate vertical depth (d2) is made by a depth bias model,
refer to section 3.8, where:

dz = dr - d5¡"r(d1'@z) -| Euru, or d2 = d1 - d6¡u.(d1,Qz, br) f Ebiu,

which results in

Fô¿z = lr¡¿r - (ðduiu./ôdr) lt¡¿r - (ðd¡;", /â@z) lraoz - (ôduiu. /A br) p$r-l peu;u,

(4.16)
o2ôdz = do¿, + (ðduiu, lòdù2 o2ô¿r I (ðdu¡u. lòOù2 d¡oz + (ðduiu. Dbù2 62ôur* dro,u.

where du¡^(.) is the correction applied to compensate for the seawater scattering effect on the
green laser beam and E6¡u, is the error introduced by the depth bias model.

Note that, as mentioned previously in section 3.8, the depth bias models are classified
Commercial in Confidence and are not disclosed in this thesis.

4.14 Tide Correction

Vertical depth (dz) is corrected for tide, to determine LADS depth (dru¿r) relative to LAT, refer to
section 3.9

dlud.=dz-d,i¿"

from which it directly follows that

Il6¿u¿. = þô¿z- pôatiae

(4.r7)
dt,uo. =duz* d¡¿tr¿"

Here any effors in depth d2 and tide dti¿" will be transferred directly into the error in the
determination of the ALB system depth d¡u¿r.

4.15 Bench Mark Comparison

Benchmark comparison results are used to check on the depth accuracy of Airborne Laser
Bathymetry systems. The benchmark comparison process first interpolates benchmark depths
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onto a rectangular grid. Then a linear interpolation of the three nearest benchmark grid depths

to the selected ALB depth is performed, before a depth comparison can be made. The error in
this process is accounted for by an E5." term, included in the equations below. A flat seabed

area is normally selected for the benchmark depth area, to minimize the error E6,n. in the

benchmark comparison process.

The benchmark comparison results (d",,), are calculated by subtracting the interpolated

benchmark depths (du.) from the corresponding ALB depths (dru¿.) as formulated below, where

E5r. is the error introduced by the benchmark comparison process.

d"..=dtu¿.-db,n*Etr.

from which it follows that:

þôde., = Fô¿ta¿s - F¡¿um* Peu.ci 0

o2ôd".. = dõdru¿. .| o2õdt. * det."
(4.18)

The resulting mean error (poa"o) will generally be close to zero, because of the corrections made

by the depth bias model. The depth bias model was developed, using a least squares method, to

minimize d"r, for a given set of data. The resulting standard deviation error (oy"rr) is a measure

of the variation in d",' to given errors of input or measurement. Previous work [29] has

measured the overall standard deviation of the LADS system (for a selected set of trial data) as:

oôd".. = 0.10m (dru¿.=lOm), 0.18m (d6¿.=20m), 0.25m (dr"¿.=30m)

4.16 Assumptions used

The error model, developed here in chapter 4 and summarised in Appendix A, assumes the

propagation of stationary random error variables for simplification. The independence of
process variables is also assumed as well as the linearity of process functions in the region of
their use. The assumption of linearity is considered acceptable, because in general, process

functions are approximately linear in their operating regions especially for small changes in
variables.
The model also requires the input of a number of system measurement errors and system

parameters, to predict the resultant output depth erors. Because the measurements of absolute

errors in the system are not readily available and are difficult to estimate, only the propagation

of error variances is performed. This use of the model is considered appropriate, as the

prediction of the sensitivity of the ALB system depth accuracy to data and processing errors is

required, and the variance in the output depth enor(d.) is an indicator of system accuracy.

The error in the values of k¡, ks, oô¡¡ and oors vary with seawater turbidity, being small in clear

seawater and becoming larger with increasing seawater turbidity, as discussed previously in

section 4.1 1. Typical values for average seawater conditions are, k¡=0.060, kr=9.935 with

oor.É10% of kr and oôrs3 10% of ks.

The accuracy in the measurement of tide depends upon the measurement method used, as

mentioned in section 3.9. With careful measurement, the standard deviation error (o¡1¡¿.) in the

measurement of tide is likelyto be 0.1m.
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It should be noted, the accuracy of benchmark depths is dependent on how well the benchmark
survey was done. [r the past, it has proved difficult to achieve consistent benchmark results.
Furthermore the benchmark comparison process is far from ideal as benchmark depths are first
interpolated onto a reoi,iangular grid before comparing with LADS depths. This results in a two-
stage interpolation, which is prone to errors. For a well-surveyed benchmark, the std error
(o¡¿¡.) in the benchmark depths is assumed to be 0.15m, and the std error (o¡e¡,n") in the
benchmark comparison process is assumed to be 0.05m.

The resultant error model is summarizedinAppendix A.

4.17 Results

The error model was prograrnmed for 39 experiments for the conditions listed in table 2 over
page, wher€ odtid" = 0, o¿5,n=0 and os6'" = 0, except for experiment no l9 where odtide = 0.lm,
odbm = 0. 15m, oEbmc = 0.05m, and the resulting std errors in depth o¿s¡ ¿tr€ plotted in Figure l7
below.

Figure 17 Results of the Simplified Error Model
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Table 2 Results of the Simplified Error Model

The experiments listed in table 2 anddiscussed following were programmed for the 3-variable

depth bias model. Experiments I to 2l werc also progtammed for the 2-vaiable depth bias

model with almost identical results and therefore are not included because the following

discussion applies. Experiments 22 to 39 investigate water turbidity effects and were therefore

only programmed for the 3-variable model.

Experiments I to 4 examine the effect of aircraft height measurement error on depth accuracy.

Aircraft height standard deviation (std) errors of lm \¡/ere examined for small and large scan

ängles at tlepths of 30rn and 50rn with negligible depth errors prcdictcd.

Experiments 5 to 7 examine the effect of a one-sample std error in the detection of IR surface

position. The predicted resulting std errors of the order of 0.25 m is significant and indicates
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the importance of minimizingthe error in the estimation of the position of the IR surface. This
result is obvious; as the IR laser beam acts as a local surface reference, refer section3.2.

Experiments I to 12 examine the effeci oiwavcform deteciion. Here the effect on depth error
is seen to be trivial as normal bottom pulse slopes are generally much greater than one.
However the depth error increases as the slope of the pulses approach one, which occurs in
deep or turbid water where the pulse gradually disappears into the background noise.
However even with a small pulse slope, assuming the correct bottom pulse is selected, the
depth error contribution is less than 0.01m.

Experiments 13 to 18 examine the effect of errors in the measurement of scan angles (Õ1).
These results predict depth errors increasing with scan angles, becoming significant atlarge
scan angles. Experiment l8 predicts a large depth error of 0.9m, for a scan angle enor (o6r)
of 0.5 o at a scan angle (q r) of 13 .7" . This result is to be expected because of the H secç
correction factor in the delay (Â2) used in the positioning of the laser waveforms, refer to
section 3.2. This result indicates the importance of accurate measurements of scan angles.

Experiment 19 shows the effect of errors outside the eontrol of the ALB system. They consist
of tide measurement errors (which add to the system errors) and benchmark comparison errors
(which give a false measurement of the accuracy of the ALB system). Assuming tide effors
(o¡¿,i¿") of 0. lm, benchmark depth enors (o¡¿ur) of 0. I 5m and benchmark comparison errors
(osr..) of 0.05m the model predicts a depth std error of 0.19m.

Experiments 20 and 2l show the effect of an error ôtr in the linear interpolation process in the
detection of the bottom pulse, refer section 4.5 figure 15. Depth errors resulting from this
effect are shown to be insignificant.

Experiments 22 to 25 examine the effect of errors in the measurement of attenuation
coeffrcients (ks and k¡) in turbid seawater. Here it is predicted that measurement errors in ks
or kL may cause significant errors in depth particularly for small scan angles (qr=0.652") and
deep depths (d¡>30m), refer result 23. For these experiments it was assumed that the
measurement error of k was 10% of the value of k. This assumption in reality is excessive; as
can be seen from measure real data values in section 4.12. However it does illustrate the
importance in the measurement accuracy of attenuation coeffïcients.

Experiments 26 to 29 examine the effect of errors in the measurement of attenuation
coefficients in clear seawater. Again error values of l0% value of k were assumed. These
results predict a much smaller depth error, which indicates the 3-variable model is less
sensitive to error for clear seawater coefficients. This result is providential in that it is easier
to measure attenuation coefficients in turbid seawater than in clear seawater, because of the
larger back scatter waveforms.

Experiments 30 to 34 examine the efTeet of ror-rgh seas and n;rbid seawater conditions. Small
effors are assumed in the measurement of ks and k¡, and pulse slopes of m.=0.5m ând m6=l
are assumed for surface and bottom pulses respectively. Model results predict depth errors
that are insensitive to different degrees of sea roughness. For example for a surface bias of
b=0.5m or lm, or a measured tilt of Â@=0o or 1" with Q=0.652" predicted depth effors are
approximately 0.13m.
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However for experiments 35 to 39 where an additional scan angle error of 0.1o was used, little
change in the predicted depth effor was evident except for experiments 36 and 37 where a

larger error in the measurement of k, was used. These results again illustrate the sensitivity of
the 3-variable depth bias model to ks and kr values.

In summary \¡/e can see from figure 17 that large depth effors are predicted for experiments

18,23,25,36 and37 . Of these, experiment 18 predicts a large depth error for a large error

0.5" in the measurement of a large scan angle Õr=13.696o. The other experiments indicate

the sensitivity of depth accuracy to the measurement accuracy of ks and k¡, particularly k5 in
turbid seawater conditions.

4.18 Discussion

The results produced have identified three areas where significant depth errors were predicted.

Firstly, the results of experiments 5 to 7 show significant depth effors where there was an error

assumed in the measurement of the IR sea surface position krn of one sample time. In the LADS
system, interpolation between sample times is used to detect the position of the IR surface pulse

more accurately than to one sample time of Ât= 2 ns. Alternatively a higher sampling rate could

be employed which would require the use of faster analogue to digital conversion and support

hardware.

Secondly, it was seen that where an effor in the measurement of the scan angle ((Þ1) was

assumed for large scan angles, see experiments 14,16 and 18, significant depth errors can occur.

Here, the measurement accuracy of the angle of the scanning green laser beam is related to the

system hardware. The use of digital shaft encoders or some other accurate angle measurement

hardware is required to minimize depth elrors from this cause.

However the most significant depth effors predicted by the error model occurred when errors in
the measurement of attenuation coeffîcients are assumed. Errors of 0.017 and 0.01 in the

measurement of ks and kl respectively, result in large depth errors of 0.493 m to 0.926 m at a

depth of 50 m, refer to experiments 25 and 23. Typical values for ks and krare 0.165 and0.097,

so that a percentage measurement error of l0%o was assumed. These experiments show the

importance of accuracy in the measurement of turbidity parameters, to minimize depth errors

when using the 3-variable depth bias model. However, it should be realised that to estimate

depth, without any account of water turbidity, will also cause large errors in the measurement of
depth, refer to the benchmark analysis results in section 5.1.

Tide errors can also be significant as they are added directly to errors in depth. Tide pole

measurements are normally only possible in convenient location and need careful reading in
rough seas. In open sea conditions, it is convenient to uso pressure tide gauges. However their

readings need to be carefully adjusted for local atmospheric pressure and temperature to obtain

accurate tide measurements. Tide prediction stations may also be used, but a convenient

monitor station must be used to correct these tide predictions. Errors from the careful

measurement of tide can be of the order of 0.1 to 0.15 metres.

It should be realised that the simplified error model is based on the depth correction processes

detailed in section 3. Therefore it is to be expectcd that thcrc will be other effors not predicted

by the simplified error model, ancl the analysis of data performed in the next seçtion is used in
an attempt to identiff them. Some possible causes of errors not predicted by the error model are

listed following.
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When a depth bias model is used that does not allow for water turbidity, large errors in
depth, ofthe order of lm or larger, can occur.
'When no surface puise is detected and a late entry occurs, then no late entry correction is
applied by the LADS algorithms, and depth errors will result, which may be up to one
quarter of the local wave height.
When the scanning laser beam does not refract through a horizontal sea surface, skewing of
the beam will occur causing either deeper or shallower depths to be predicted depending
whether a larger or smaller refraction angle results.
Other effects, such as turbidity layering, may occur and contribute to enors in the depth bias
correction algorithm.
Other effects may produce depth errors, which have not yet been identified, and the analysis
of trial data may help to discover them.

In summary, the error model allows the prediction of depth effors of an ALB system, given
estimates of input and system measurement errors. It allows the identification of factors, which
most effect, the accuracy of the ALB system.

o

a
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5. Analysis of Airborne Laser Bathymetry Data

A method for measuring the depth accuracy of an ALB system is to compare its estimated

depths against benchmark depths accurately measured by hydrographic survey ships. The

remaining or residual depth errors can then be examined for correlation against measurable

system variables, in an attempt to find a method for reducing these erors.

It is important to select a suitable benchmark area, where accurate benchmark depths can be

determined. The benchmark area should have a flat bottom, to minimise the effect of position

e1ror on the accuracy in the calculation of depth comparisons. A continuous benchmarkarea,

gradually increasing in depth, is also desirable. This feature will enable the effect of seawater

depth on any determined depth accuracy, to be investigated. Ideally, the benchmark area

should cover all depths between zerc and 50m, which is the range of depth measured by a

typical ABL system.

The Rod's Run benchmark is the only benchmark surveyed in Australia at present, meeting

these requirements. It is located in Saint Vincent's Gulf South Australia and slopes down

from2 m at the shallow end to approximately 32 m at the deep end, and is approximated 35

km long by 500 m wide.

The last available suitable benchmark results data from this area, are from the South

Australian August 1994 trial, which consisted of four sorties, detailed below. Here the runs

shown underlined were flown from shallow to deep water; the remaining listed runs were

flown from deep to shallow water.

Date
218194 (Tues)
3/8/94 (Wed)
5/8t94 (Fri)
6/8/e4 (Sat)

Runs
1531,ú32, 1540
1533, 1534

1584

1590, 161 l,1612

Weather Condition
smooth seas

glassy seas

rough seas

very rough seas

Sortie
s332
s333

s334
s335

The first two sorties were flown under calm sea conditions while the remaining two sorties

were flown under rough sea conditions. The data collected were therefore, ideal for

examining the effect of sea surface conditions on residual depth effors. Furthermore, because

the data were collected along a continuous benchmark area, with varying depth and seawater

turbidity, valuable information can be gained from the returned laser waveforms against the

measured residual depth effors. For example it was apparent in the data from sorties s332 and

s333 that large positive residual depth effors occur when small return bottom pulses were

observed.

5.1 Benchmark Analysis

Results from the August 94 trial are analysed for all of the runs listed above. For convenience

the continuous benchmark is divided into twenty smaller adjoining benchmarks, which are

named: rrl,rr2,rr3, to rr20. The residual depth errors for each separate benchmark areacaî
be analysed and compared separately.
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For each separate benchmark area, eachmeasured LADS depth (dlu¿r), is compared with a
corresponding surveyed benchmark depth (d¡.), and a residual depth error (d,,) calculated, as
follows.

d".. = du¿, - du,n (5. I )

where d6¿. is the depth of seawater measured by the LADS system using the 2-variable depth
bias model, refer to sections 3.8 and 3.9.

Histograms of all d"r, data, for each benchmark were compiled, and provide a measure of the
depth accuracy of the LADS system for each benchmark area. From plots of these histograms
it was observed that the distribution of residual depth effors is essentially gaussian.

A test for normality was performed on the histogram of run 1534 databy comparing it with a
fitted gaussian function and performing a chi-square test at cx, = 0.1 level of significance. The
Levenberg-Marquardt (LM) algorithm [32] was used to fit a gaussian function

A -2(x- x^ )2
t l--" tln (l)-

't/;
to the residual depth error histogram of 300 bins from -1.5 to l.5m in 0.01m increments. The
resulting gaussian function is shown in figure 18 where it is plotted over the residual depth
error histogram.
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Figure 18 Histogram of residual depth errors d.,, for run 1534

A chi-squared result of: y2 = 28L 5 was obtained, and with n = 300-3 = 297 degrees of
freedom and for the acceptance of normality for a cr = 0.1 level of significance it is required
that: 12 < X2zs...o.t= 299.
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rwe therefore have a90Yo confidence of normality for the residual depth error histogram of run

1534. Similar results were obtained for the other run data.

The combined d"o statistics of all benchmark areas for each run are listed in table 3 below.

Here the sample mean, standard deviation and number of samples for each residual depth

error distribution are provided. (The d., results include data from all scan angles. )

690620.227-0.052r612

63t2r0.223-0.058161 I (very rough)

619070.230-0.0471590

694200.199-0.0211584 (roueh)

607960.244-0.1t7r534

589400.247-0.1 l81533 (elassy)

603350.302-0.046r540

607870.260-0.018r532

s78130.261-0.0331532 (smooth)

No Samplesstd d".,
(metres)

Mean d"r,
(metres)

Run number

This data is presented graphically in Figure 19 for examination, where, for a given run, the

sample mean and the standard deviation for each residual depth error distribution for each

individual benchmark area, are plotted against the average depth of each benchmark area.

There are nine plots, one for each run. Runs r531, 1532,1540 for day one (smooth seas), runs

1533,1534 for day two (glassy seas), run 1584 for day three (rough seas) and runs 1590, 1611,

ú12 for day four (very rough seas). (Note that the horizontal marks on the plots are used to

represent the standard deviation of each residual depth error distribution, and not error bars of
the mean estimates)
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Figure l9 Residual depth enor (d",) benchmark results
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These plots summarise the depth accuracy of the LADS system over all runs of the SA August

1994 trial.

Examination of these results provides several important observations

Firstly, for any one-day the results are consistent, with one exception. The first three

benchmark results of 1540 differ from those in r53I andr532. This difference was due to tilt
induced depth erïors. An experimental platform tilt was enforced on the scanning laser

platform in the LADS airborne system during the last section of run 1540. This action resulted

in tilt errors in the corresponding LADS depth measurements, and is discussed further in
paragraph 5.3.

Secondly, day-to-day variations reflect the state of the sea. For example on Tuesday

(Figurel9(a,b,c) smooth seas) the mean residual depth errors for benchmarks at depths of l5
to 18 metres are positive. A positive d",, indicates that the LADS system is measuring depth

too deep, refer equation (5.1), and that the LADS bias model is not providing enough depth

bias correction. Then on Wednesday (Figure 19(d,e) glassy seas), results show that this effect

has moved deeper to depths of 17 to 20 metres. On Friday (Figure 19(f) rough seas) this

effect has moderated but is still visible at I 8 to 21 metres, and on Saturday (Figure l9(g,h,i)
very rough seas) it is not apparent.

20(a) smooth seas (r531)
20(b) glassy seas (1533)

20(c) rough seas (1584)
20(d) very roush seas (1590)

Figure 20 Waveform displays of various seawater conditions
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The question arises, why are these results dif,ferent on different days? The results are over the
same benchmark area, so any errors in the benchmark depths or in seabed reflectivity are not
responsible. Errors due to tide measurement can also be discounted, for if they occun'ed, they
would apply along the whole run and not be confined to one isolated part of the run. Sea
surfâee etfèets ean be ruled out, because the positive residual depth phenomenon occurred on
days where there is littie or no sea surface wave activity. Therefore seawater quality would
appear to be the cause of this effect. The examination of the raw sounding waveforms at a
depth of approximately 18m, supports this explanation, as large backscatter and bottom pulse
attenuation is clearly evident on the waveforms of Figures 20(a) and 20(b) but not on
waveforms of Figures 20(c) and 20(d). The connection between positive d.., and turbid
seawater is obvious. The extremity waveforms shown in Figures 20(a) and 20(b) show a slow
decay indicating turbid seawater, while the extremity waveforms of Figures 20(c) and 20(d)
show a fast decay indicating clear seawater. The highlighted waveforms shown in Figures
20(a) and 20(b) both show a small pulse for the bottom return, preceded by a hump in the
waveform again indicating turbid seawater, while those in Figures 20(c) and 20(d) show large
bottom pulse with little other return backscatter energy, thus indicating clear seawater.

\ ). l,ârûê Rrrnr Änok¡sis

For a more detailed understanding of the causes of residual depth errors, it was decided to
investigate the characteristics of individuallarge errors. The idea was to locate large errors in
the d",, data, and by examining the corresponding raw waveform data, see whether some effor
cause could be determined. The method used to locate these depth errors was to display the
magnitude and scan pattern position of two-second frames of d",, data, refer to Figure 2l(a).
Errors larger than some preset value could be highlighted and their position in the scan pattern
noted. Once the scan position of the error was determined, the corresponding laser waveform
could be identified and examined. A ty,oical two-second frame of d.,,.data is shown clisplayed
in Figure 2l(a).

ÞFBÉrÈÉË
aOü : 'Cd -- aa ÐetE.O3lt '*

!¡:1.ûøVO?ill*+.|¡,+ rb. lf¡¡:;Ë;i- r-*.ri.- |

2l(a) Scan spot display

¡rl.l '
2l (b) Scan waveform display

Figure 2l Large error analysis diagrams

All the d"'.. effors in figure 21(a) are displayed in cms and all large positive or negative errors
are highlighted for attention as previously mentioned.
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Note that the position of the d",.,. values in figure 21(a) corresponds to the scan pattern

positions (previously illustrated in Figure 4) rotated clockwise by 90". For example, in Figure

2l(a), for scan position 8, 4,, = -22 cm and for scan position 27, ün = -19 cm and so on.

For example in Figure 2I(a) an error of -109 cm occurs (circled) for sounding position 106.

This error can then be related to the corresponding laser waveform, highlighted in Figure

2l(b),used to calculate the ABL depth. Here the highlighted waveform for sounding 106

shows a waveform displacement to the left, compared with the other waveforms in that scan.

This left shift or error in the position of the waveform indicates that the depth is measured

shallower than true and a negative d",' is recorded.

Also of note in Figure 2l(d) is a bottom pulse much shallower than the rest. If this waveform

were examined carefully, it would be found that no surface reflection was present on this raw

waveform. The explanation for this result is that the IR surface reflection pulse was not

detected and recorded on the composite waveform w.[k], refer to Figure 5. This will result in
the green surface reflection being selected as the IR pulse, which will result in a left shift in
the stored raw waveform w,[s]. This situation is routinely checked for in the ABL processing,

and when detected the resulting depth calculation is treated as invalid.

The large error analysis technique explained here was used extensively to isolate sections of
data for analysis in the following sections.

5.3 Sea Surface Tilt Analysis

Benchmark results suprisingly indicate a wider variance of depth errors under smooth sea

conditions than under rough sea conditions, refer to table 3 and to Figure 19.

A possible cause for this result, coulcl be the occurance of errors in the measurement of sea

surface tilt. Depth errors due to tilt measurement errors will occur, if there was an error in the

vertical reference of the laser platform, causing the laser platform to be stabilized off
horizontal, and if the sea surface filter was not effective in detecting AO and removing this

tilt, refer to section 3.5. Any error õAÕ in the measurement of Â(Þ, will result in an error [-
(H/n*) (sin@1/cos2@1¡1 õAÕ in the determination of s52, refer equation 4.8. That is the error

ôsuz in the position of the bottom pulse will be positive or negative dependent on the sign of
(þ1. This will result in shallow errors (ie d1u¿. < du.) occurring on one side of the display
pattern and deep effors (dlu¿. > d6n,' ) on the other side of the display pattern.

In the last section of run 1540 adeliberate platform tilt was imposed of unknown angle and the

resultant displacement of the waveforms are shown in figure 22. Here a displacement of
approximately 5m of the waveforms from nadir to extremity is seen. The resultant error in the

determination of the bottom was determined to be -1.44m, by reference to the corresponding

scan spot display (not shown), for the sounding corresponding to waveform no23. Thus,

although the surface filter was able to reduce the depth error from -5m to -1.44m some error

remained.
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Figure 22 Pl.artform tilt waveform diagram

Also, increasing positive depth errors can be seen on the port side of the spot display, with
decreasing negative errors on the starboard side. Again these errors are considerably smaller
than indicated by the waveforms in Figure 22, again signiffing that the surface filter was
successful in reducing tilt error but not completely, refer to Figure l9(c).

V/hen the ABL system is in operation use, platform tilt errors are much smaller than those
shown here. The large inertia of the laser platform helps to stabilize it against any sudden roll
motions of the aircraft, and the platform roll stabilization control system basically only has to
overcome the friction of the platform roll bearings.

In reality, the tilt induced depth error problem is most likely to occur in smooth seas, where
the number of valid sea surface reflections (from the green laser beam) available to the sea
surface filter is limited to one or two at nadir. Invalid sea surface reflections occur in flat sea
conditions when the green beam is scanning away from vertical and the reflected sea surface
pulse is reflected away from the field of view of the receiver. In this case the accuracy of the
sea surface filter in removing tilt under smooth seas may not be ideal. This phenomenon is
examined in Appendix B, where it is shown that the surface filter will be less effective in
removing tilt induced depth errors in smooth seas than in rough seas.

To establish whether tilt induced enors were significant, all benchmark comparison data for
flat sea conditions were examined. Scan spot displays of all depth errors along runs r531,
1532, 1540, 1533 and 1534 for calm and glassy seas were performed. While the theoretical
analysis in Appendix B suggested that tilt induced depth erïors are likely to occur in smooth
seas, the data analysis results showed no evidence of this, except at the end of run 1540, where
a deliberately large platform tilt was caused. The spot scan display of figure 2l(a) was typical
of results obtained, with positive and negative depth errors evenly spread across all scan
angles.

5.4 Late Detection of IR Surface Reference

Applying the large error analysis method to all the trial data, it was also found that anumber
of large negative depth enors were associated with early green laser waveforms (refer
equation 3.2). An example is shown highlighted in Figure 23 below, where waveform 62
(shown highlighted), is seen to be displaced earlier in time, than the other 23 scan waveforms

This example is typical example of a delayed IR surface detection. This result can be
explained by the late detection (trn) of the sea surface by the IR pulse, refer to sections 3.3.1
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I

and3.3.2. That is, as the detected time of the sea surface by the IR pulse (t¡p) becomes later,
the position of the surface pulse (s¡1) and the position of the bottom pulse (s5¡) becomes earlier
relative to the IR surface position. Late detection errors of the sea surface by the IR pulse will
therefore result in shallow depth errors in the LADS system. That is, LADS depths will be
determined shallower than the true depths.

In order that these errors can be corrected, some reliable method of prediction is required.
From the previous explanation, any late detection of the sea surface by the IR pulse results,
not only in an early calculation of the sea bottom, but also on an early calculation of the sea

surface detected by the green laser pulse. Therefore, it would seem, (in flat seas) the early
detection of the sea surface, relative to its neighbours, by the green laser pulse may be a
satisfactory method by which these errors can be predicted and corrected.

Figure 23 Late IR surface detection waveform diagram

The results of sorties s332 and s333 were analysed for correlation between early surface
detection, by the green laser pulse, and shallow depth erors. Results from these sorties were
selected, to remove the error caused by wave action in the detection of the mean sea surface.
Histograms of surface detection positions (s¡r) and depth errors (d.,) were compiled, and

checked for anomalies.

For example, a large negative residual depth error is shown circled in Figure 24(a),run1532,
frame time 8:59:18, laser spot 230, where a residual depth error of -1.08 m was observed.
Errors from neighbouring pulses were *0.19m, -0.20m, +0.47m and-0.26m for laser spots
229,251,231 and203 respectively. Again examination of the raw laser waveforms, shows
laser waveform230 to be displaced earlier in time.
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In Appendix C, the dependency of depth error on the detection position of the green surface
pulse was analysed. Here for each benchmark area, the normalised green surface positions
were determined and correlated against the corresponding residual depth effors normalised as

discussed in Appendix C. The results obtained were inconclusive however and although it
was shown that there is some correlation between green beam surface position and residual
depth error, there was insufficient correlation to enable a significant improvement in depth
accuracy. In particular, although several shallow depth effors were related to the detection of
early green surface pulses, the detection of early pulses did not generally signiff a shallow
depth effor measurement.

GJ røìlaù!ð t
rÞl

24(a'l 24(b\

Figure 24Large residual error diagram

5.5 Turbidity CharacteristÍcs Analysis

Previous benchmark analysis (using the 2-variable depth bias model), refer to para 5.1, has

implied a relationship between large positive depth errors and turbid seawater. Referring to
figures 19 and 20, it can be seen that the increase in the residual depth error at a depth of 18m,
coincides with the attenuation of the retum laser waveform. Here the attenuation of the laser
waveforms in figures 20(a) and 20(b) is clearly seen and is an indication of turbid seawater.

The 3-variable depth bias model, referred to in seetion 3.8, was d-eveloped to aeeor-rnt for
seawater turbidity by the use of a forward scatter coefficient (b¡). However trial results have
shown that the measurement of b¡ does not always correlate closely with resi<iual depth errors
and v¿hen included in the 3-variable depth bias model, does not always pro.ride the required
improvement in depth accuracy.

In this section the dependence of residual depth error against seawater turbidity variables are

examined. Data from runs 1540, 1533, 1584 and 1590, were selected for analysis, these runs
providing representative ci-a.ta. fbrr all trial weather conditions. Fra.me avel'aged vah-res for cl",r,

ks, kr and ks-kl ìwere computed scaled and plotted against time of run, refer Figure 25,where
the direction of each of run is from deep seawater (32 m) to shallow seawater (3 m). The
terms were scaled for plotting purposes as shown:
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4., = 4..
ks5 = 5kg

kls = 5kl
ksn-s = s(ks-kI-)

Referring to figure 25, it cartbe seen that there appears to be some degree of correlation
between depth error and the turbidity variables. For smooth seas, figure 25(a), d",-' initially
goes negative before increasing to 0.5m positive momentarily before dropping negative again.

As mentioned previously, a positive d.,,, indicates the ALB system is measuring deeper than it
should. This result shows that the 2-variable depth bias model is overcompensating in the

deeper section of the run and under compensating in the shallow part of the run where the

seawater quality is turbid.

It has been observed previously l2zlthat a turbid gutter exists in the gulf under some

conditions. It is thought to occur in calm conditions, where water mixing is low, and when

the tide is running out disturbing the seabed.
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Figure 25 Turbidity analysis diagrams

2s(d)

It can also be seen that the attenuation coeffrcients ks and kr, remain basically constant for the

first half of the run and then increase and decrease in sympathy with d"rr, towards the end of
the run. The peak values of ks and kr coincide with the peak value of 4., about two thircls of
the way along the run. However when it comes to the value of the (ks - kl ) term, which is
considered a representative measure of forward scatter of laser light in seawater, it is seen that

this term does not always correlate well with d".,.
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It has been found, both in this and the analysis of other data [1, 22],that the measurement of
k5 and kl is less reliable in shallow seawater, where surface seawater effects sometimes distort
the raw laser waveforms, and in particular ks is generally more difficult to measure than kl .

The term (ks - kl ) is therefore particularly susceptible to error, because of the closeness in the
values ofks and kr and because it depends on the accuracy ofboth ks and kr.

These observations also apply to glassy seas, refer to figure 25(b), where some aberrations are
seen in the measurement of k5, and in the determination of (k5 - kr ) and where a turbid region
of seawater is again observed.

In rough seas, where there is little variation in the turbidity variables over the runs, refer
Figures 25(c) and 25(d), the 2-variable depth bias model is better able to cope, albeit, with
some overcompensation (negative 4. ) at the shallow ends of the runs. It is thought that
rough seas have caused mixing of the water, which has resulted in the dispersal of the
turbidity gutter across the run.

In summary. it is shown here that the 2-variable depth bias only produces accurate depth
results for average seawater turbidity conditions and does not cater for changing seawater
turbidity on a day by day basis. Further, it is seen that the measured turbidity term (ks - k¡) is
not a reliable indicator of 4.,, and therefore any 3-variable depth bias model based on this
term would be susceptible to error.

5.6 Bottom Pulse Characteristics Analysis

In this section, the characteristics of bottom pulses \¡/ere examined, to see whether a more
satisfactory variable could be found that would more closely correlate with 4' than the
previously examined turbidity variables. Laser energy as it passes through seawater is
absorbed and scattered. This results in the laser sounding pulses being both attenuated in
height and spread in width. The more turbid the seawater, the greater are these effects.

Therefore the variables chosen for investigation were, pulse signal to noise ratio (sn.1, sn,2),

pulse width þ*) and the turbidity variable (ks - kr) for comparison. Referring to Figtre26,
(where c¡ is an exponential fit to w¡ from ir to i2) we have:

snrr =(w3-w6)/(w2-w¡)
sn,z = (w¡ - wa)/noise2 { where noise2 - li=i1 to i2 {((w¡-ci)2/(i2-ir)) }
P*=(i¡-iz)
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Figure 26 Signal to noise ratio diagram

The following plots, refer to figure 27, show the variation of d"6¡, snrl, snr2, ksnroo and w¡¿"1¡

against time of run in seconds, for runs 1540, 1533, 1584 and 1590, where the variables below
are scaled for plotting purposes only:

d"nso = 80(d.')
Snrl

Snr2

widelo = l0(P*)
kstr¡oo=300(ks-kr)
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Figure 27 Bottom pulse characteristics diagram

As mentioned previously in section 5.4, runs 1540,1533, 1584 and 1590 were selected for
analysis representing smooth, glassy, rough and very rough seas respectively. The direction of
each of these runs in time, is from deep seawater (32m) to shallow seawater (3m).

If we consider the results from run 1540 for smooth seas, refer to figure 27(a), \¡/e see that the
turbidity term ks¿ros does not track the residual depth error term d"'., particularly well. This
turbidity measurement gradually increases with a reduction in depth until a point where the
turbidity measurement falls off and becomes unreliable in shallow seawater. This does not
match the variation in residual depth error with depth, which shows a positive d.., hump in the
moderately shallow region of the run. However it is noted that the sn.z variable, inversely
tracks d"r, reasonably closely and the snrr vâriable also inversely tracks 4.., to a lesser extent.

It is also interesting to see that the pulse width variable (w¿"ro) initially tracks d.,,, but falls off
quickly as 4.. becomes large positive. The explanation for this result can be explained by
examining the relevant waveforms. ln the region where there is alarge positive du.r, the
bottom pulses merge into the noise, and the measurements of the pulse widths become
decreasingly smaller. This is an extremely important observation, as not only does it indicate
that the pulse width variable is not a reliable indicator of turbid seawater but it also infers that
the 50%o pulse depth detection method used in LADS is faulty in highly turbid seawater. The
consequences of this observation will be discussed in detail later.

The results of run 1533 for glassy seas, show a movement of the positive 4r' towards deeper
seawater. Again it is seen the ksrr-too variable does not reliably track d",' and becomes erratic
in shallow seawater as before. However, the signal to noise variables again are seen to
inversely track d",r.

For runs 1584 and 1590, refer figures 27(c) and27(d), it is seen the 2-variable model provides
reasonable depth accuracy, as 4., remains relatively constant except in the shallow regions
where the 2-variabie mo<iei siightiy overcompensates. Here it is interesting to note that the
sn.2 variable gradually becomes smaller the deeper the seawater. This is expected and holds
for all the other results, except where the seawater becomes more turbid and the signal to
noise measurement is attenuated further. The sn.1 measurement is a different measurement, as

it represents the level of the signal to the level of the backscatter and noise. This
measurement of signal to noise although being less depth dependant, does not offer as good as

measurement of turbidity as the sn.2 variable.
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and

Therefore, from the results shown here, the snr2 variable would appear to offer the best chance

to model out the effects of turbidity on depth.

5.7 SNR Depth Modelling

Experimentation with some elementary polynomial models, using depth, scan angle and signal
to noise ratio variables have been made, and have resulted in a number of models which show
significant improvement to depth accuracy compared to the existing two-variable E}2 model.

The best results were obtained with a three-variable depth bias model D5, which considerably
reduced depth errors compared with the existing B2 model. The D5 model was developed
using selected data from the SA August 1994 trial, and is defined as:

D5 =crdr/s +c2d:ls2 -rc¡(Þz +c4Q22 +cso23 +codr(Þzls + c.,dt2Þ2lst +crd,or'ls

where

cr = 5.5634x10-r
cz= -4.8523x10-2

cz= 2.5707x10-r
cc= -3.0361x10-2

cs = 1.0105x10-3
ce = -6.3396x10-2

Ø = 3.2751x10-3
cs= 2.3574x10-3

S = Snr2

The following plots in figure 28 compare the effectiveness of the new D5 model with the
existing B2 model, where the predicted values D5 and 82 of the models are compared with the
residual depth error derr, and are plotted against time of run in seconds. The remaining
predicted enors D5err andB2er' are also plotted against time of run, where:

D5err=derr-D5

B.2err=derr-82
and
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Figure 28 The three-variable depth bias model comparison
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The results in Figure 28, show that the B2 model does not allow for changes in the water
quality, where it is seen that the 82 model generally over-compensates for depth bias
correction, except for areas of turbid waters where it does not provide enough bias correction.
The experimental D5 model however, tracks the residual depth error more closely, providing
less bias correction in clear water and more bias correction in turbid water.

However there is still fuither research to be done to develop and validate a more sophisticated
model, as the results shown here are based on a small sample of data. Other problems, such as

loss of the bottom pulse signal, due to seabed reflection and absorption and water attenuation
effects need to be considered, and related to signal to noise measurement. Nevertheless this
small sample of data contains a wealth of variable information. It contains continuous data
from shallow water to deep water, with varying degrees of turbidity, with data recorded on four
separate days with sea conditions of smooth, glassy, rough and very rough.

5.8 Bottom Pulse Width Investigation

In the previous section (5.6) it was observed (in runs 1540 and 1533) that the width of the
return bottom pulse increased with increasing water turbidity until a point where the pulse
began to disappear into the background noise. This is an important observation, as it
highlights a deficiency in the 50% bottom pulse detection algorithm. It suggests that in turbid
water the 50%o pulse detection process will measure depths deeper than true, refer discussion
later in this section.

Let us examine the results of run R5 3 1 in the region of the turbid area (from time = 3 I 400s to
31560s), refer to frgme29.
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Figure 29 Residual Depth Error Correlation of Run r531

Here it is seen that d",, increases from a time of 31400s to a peak at 31480s and then down to a
low at 31560s. This increase and decrease in 4., is assumed to be the result of photon
scattering in turbid seawater. This assumption is supported, by observing the waveforms
groups in Figure 30, and noting the loss of the bottom return signal into the background noise.
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However, pulse width is expected to increase as seawater turbidity increases and decrease as

seawater turbidity decreases. Monte Carlo studies support this assumption [31], as pulse

stretching is predicted in turbid seawater, due to the multiple scattering of light.

This expectation however, does not occur absolutely in practice. Referring again to Figure 29,

the width of the bottom pulse is seen to increase initially from 31400 s until 31450 s, then
decrease to a low at 31480 s, and then increase again to 31530 s before decreasing again to
31560 s.
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Figure 30 Sample turbidity waveforms

This decrease in pulse width with increasing seawater turbidity is best explained by observing

the raw waveforms of Figure 30, which shows five gtoups of waveforms corresponding to 5
time samples in the region of interest.

Grpl
Grp2
Grp3
Grp4
Grp5

f-t54
f179
f\94
12r9
f236

31400 s

31450 s

31480 s

31530 s

31564 s

8:43:20
8:44:10
8:44:40
8:45:30
8:46:04

This decrease in pulse width with increasing seawater turbidity is explained by observing that
the return pulse is gradually lost into the background noise as seawater turbidity becomes

high. As seawater turbidity decreases from 31480 s to 31564 s the reverse happens, with the

pulse width first increasing before finally decreases as predicted.

The end result is twofold. Firstly pulse width is not a reliable measure of seawater turbidity
for very turbid water, and secondly the 50%o detecting point of a bottom pulse in very turbid
water will result in a positive clepth error. This will occur hecause the bottom section of the

pulse is lost in the noise, and the 50% pulse detection point will essentially move towards the
peak of the pulse and result in a depth measurement deeper than true.

5 groups ofr53l waveforms
(clear,turbid,very turbid,turbid,clear)
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5.9 Discussion

In this chapter the examination of trials data was scrutinized, in an attempt to identify possible
causes of error, which were not accounted for in the signal processing methods of chapter 3.

Large depth elrors were examined and the following possible causes of depth were identified.

o Platform tilt errors will be reduced by the surface filter but not completely removed.
o Shallow depth enors are sometimes caused by late detection of sea surface by the IR

beam.

Benchmark results data was analysed and the following possible causes of depth effor were
identified.

Spatial and temporal spreading of the bottom pulses due to seawater turbidity is a
significant cause of depth effors.
Significant depth errors are caused by seawater turbidity, and the existing depth bias
models are not effective in removing these enors.
Weak bottom pulse returns, in very turbid water, result in incorrect 50olo bottom pulse
detection and produce depth measurements deeper than true.

An experimental depth bias model was developed which showed a considerable improvement,
over the existing depth bias models, in reducing residual depth errors.

Error Causes in existing algorithms

Errors in the determination of the sea surface will result in corresponding errors to
depth estimation. Consider the waveform correction to account for the delay in the
green surface and bottom laser pulse retums due to non-vertical beams. A correction
of H(sec(Q) - 1) is made. Any errors in Q will result in errors in the correction of the
green surface and bottom pulse positions and alter in the determination of the
corresponding sounding depth.

Also in rough weather where the sea surface is lumpy early detection of the green
surface pulse may occur, which will contribute to sounding depths being estimated
deeper than they are.

a

o

a

O ln calm weather with a smooth sea surface the selection of nadir waveforms only to
detect surface returns is suitable for surface bias determination, but not for sea surface
tilt determination. The sensitivity of surface tilt to nadir surface detection is high, as

near nadir detection only occur.
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6. Summary

The major contributions of this thesis are an examination of the signal processing algorithms,
the modelling of error propagation and the analysis of data to identifu the significant causes of
depth error in an Airborne Laser Bathymetry system.

Initially a functional description of a typical ALB system and its signal processing algorithms
was established and from it an error model was developed. The error model was used to
investigate the susceptibility of the ALB system to error and also to investigate the suitability
of the signal processing algorithms used. Finally, the analysis of trials data was used to
provide a true evaluation of the depth accuracy of the ALB system and to identiff any further
causes of depth errors that were not predicted by the error model.

Section 6.1 summarises the identification of depth effors from both error modelling and

analysis of experimental data. Section 6.2 recommends improvements and suggests future
research and Section 6.3 concludes this thesis.

6.1 Summary of identified depth errors

The most significant cause of error was found to be the result of water turbidity. It was

predicted in sections 4.11,4.12 and 4.13 that any errors in the measurement of seawater

turbidity would result in significant errors in depth. Also, from the analysis of data, refer

section 5.1, it was postulated that large systematic variations in depth effonwere the result of
water turbidity. It was also found, refer section 5.5, that there was some limited correlation
between measured turbidity coefficients and depth error. Further analysis of data, refer
section 5.6, showed that a bottom pulse signal to noise ratio measurement provided a better
correlation with depth error than the turbidity coefficients. A depth bias model using this
signal to noise ratio measurement, refer section 5.7 was shown to significantly improve the

depth accuracy of the ALB system. However this may be in part due to the error introduced
because of the 50olo bottom pulse detection algorithm used in the ALB system, refer to section
5.8.

Other effors recognized by the error model, and data analysis are listed following:

Depth errors due to the analogue to digital algorithm have been shown to be small
(section 4.3).
The waveform storage algorithm has potential to cause significant system depth error, due

to errors in the detected position of the IR surface and in the measurement of the scan

angle for large scan angles (section 4.4).

The waveform detection algorithm was found not to introduce any effors of significance
(section 4.5).
The sea surface filter algorithm generally will not result in any significant effors in the

estimation of sea surface bias, but may perhaps introduce some minor errors in the

estimation of sea surface tilt in smooth seas (section4.6).
The sea surface tilt correction algorithm transfers tilt errors to surface and bottom
positions and eventually to system depths only for large scan angles (section 4.7).

The sea bias correction algorithm will directly transfer an error in the estimation of sea

surface bias to surface and bottom positions and therefore to system depth (section 4.8).

a

a

a

a

o

a
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a The late entry correction algorithm will transfer approximately Y+ of any error in the
measured wave trough to the estimated slant depth (section 4.9).
The surface refraction correction algorithm assumes the refraction of the scanning green
laser beam occurs through a horizontal airlwater boundary. This may not be the case
however, when surface wave action conditions occur, as the green laser beam is spread
over 5m at the sea surface some variation in the slope of the airlwater boundary is to be
expected. Depth effors due to surface refraction were predicted to be negligible especially
for small scan angles (section 4.10).
Tide measurement errors were found to be significant, and any error in the estimation of
tide was found to result in a corresponding error in depth (section 4.14).
Benchmark depths are the measuring stick against which the ALB system depths are
tested. Any errors in the estimation of benchmark depths do not contribute to any errors
in the ALB system, but they will however directly result in error in the estimation of ALB
depth errors (section 4.15).
It was shown that in smooth seas there were more errors detected than in rough seas.

Theoretical analysis suggested that in smooth seas, an apparent sea surface tilt error could
result in increased depth error. However the results of data analysis did not support this
contention (Section 5.3).

Large negative depth errors are often associated with the early arrival of the green laser
waveform relative to the IR reference surface (refer equation 3.2). Late detection of the
IR surface pulse results in Â1 being smaller and hence w'[s] moves to the left. However
data analysis showed there was insufficient correlation to correct these errors to
significantly improve depth accuracy (Section 5.4).

a

o

o

a

6.2 Recommendations and F'uture Research

Some suggested improvements to the ALB system and areas for future research are to:

Provide a more accurate measurement of the angle of the scanning green laser beam.
The accurate measurement of the green laser beam scan angle was found to be critical
in the calculation of accurate depths.

Improve the yield and accuracy in the detection of the sea surface by the scanning
green laser beam. This will improve the accuracy of the sea surface filter algorithm in
the determination of local sea surface bias and tilt.
Provide a peak bottom pulse detection algorithm (in place of the 50olo bottom pulse
detection algorithm). In low signal to noise conditions the 50%o pulse detection
algorithm becomes inaccurate and produces depths deeper than true.
Lrvestigate the possibility of using a bottom pulse signal to noise ratio measurement in
the estimation of water turbidity, and in the development of a more reliable depth bias
model. The measurement of a bottom pulse signal to noise ratio is both robust and
reliable.

o.J LOnCtUSTOn

This thesis has investigated the accuracy problems associated with the determination of seawater
depth by Airborne Laser Bathymetry. The accurate measurement of depth in shallow waters is
of prime importance to the hydrographer, and is fundamental to the creation of reliable charts
for coastal shipping. The problem of depth accuracy was analysed in detail by modelling error
propagation through the signal processing algorithms of a typical ALB system. Finally the
analysis of real trials data was used to investigate benchmark depth comparison data and to

a

o

a

a
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compare system error with system measurement variables. During this investigation several
important results were established.

The measurement accuracy of scan angles, the measurement accuracy of the position of the sea

surface reference by the IR laser beam, and the measurement accuracy of the sea water
attenuation coefficients v/ere found to be critical to the resultant depth accuracy of the ALB
system. The last factor, ie turbidity measurement, was the most significant both from a
theoretical and experimental point of view. The measurement of tilt by the sea surface filter was

also found to be susceptible to error in smooth seas. A depth bias model based on a signal to
noise ratio variable was found to be superior to the two-variable depth bias model in current use

by the Royal Australian Navy, and the 50% bottom pulse detection method was found to be
inaccurate in low signal to noise areas.
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APPENDIX A

A Simplified Error Model

4.1 Development of the Model

To explain the development of the model, first consider a simple nonlinear function y = f(x)
with one independent variable, refer to Figure A1. Here the error ôy in calculating y can be
estimated given the error ôx in x as:

Figure Al Model development diagram

Now given that an error distribution for the measured independent variable ôx is random, and
provided the function is approximately linear in the region of interest, at say x1, the error
distribution of ôy can be estimated as follows.

The mean error põy in ôy can be determined as:

Foy= E{ôY} = i P(õY). ôY dY

Now as

õy= ðy/ðx . ôx andp(õV).dy= p(ôx). dx

---- l-----w€ llitvg

þ¡v= JP(õx) (ðYiðx). ôx dx

and assuming linearity at point xl we have:

Foy = âylðx l.' ip(ô*) .õx dx

õy ôxðylòx

process

y = f(x)

XI

y = f(x)
yt

x

x v

v
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or

lr¡v = ðylðx I *r .[r¡*

Similarly the standard deviation 06, in õy can be determined as:

6'u, = E{(õv -p¡r)'} = j (ôy -p¡r)t p(ôy) dv

Now as

ôy = ây/ðx . ôx and p(ôV). dy = p(ôx). dx

we have

630, = J (ayla*. ôx - ðy/ôx. p6.)2 p(ôx) dx

and assuming linearity at point x1 wo have:

6tô, = (ðy/âx)2 1., i (õ* - po* )2 p(ôx) dx

or
6'ôr= (ôy/ðx)2 l*, .du*

Thus in sunmary we have:

lr¡v = (ây/ðx) l*r .þ¡* (4.1)

stõr= (ðylðx)2 l*, .du* (A.2)

This can now be expanded to cover multiple input single output functions. For example,

consider a three input process y = f(a,b,c). Here the error ôy in y due to errors ôa, õb and ôc in a,

b and c respectively, can be determined as:

õy = [â(a,b,c)lòa] ôa + [âf(a,b,c)/ðb] ðb + [ô(a,b,c)/ôc] õc (4.3)

Now providing the error distributions of ôa, ôb and ôc are random, statistically independent and

assuming the process is linear in the region of interest, at say point (a1,b1,cr), then the mean and

standard deviation of the enor distribution in ôy can be estimated as follows.

Þoy = ð(a,b ,c)lðalar,br,cr þ¡" + ð(a,b,c)/ðb lat,bt,ct þ¡¡ + ôf(a,b ,c)lòc lar,¡r,cr þôc
(4.4)

s3o, = (ðf(a,b,c)/âa)2 | ur,u,.ro *2 + 1ðf(a,b ,c)lðb)21 ar,br,cro 602 + (ðf(a,b ,c)lðc)2 | ur,ur,cro oc2

^.2 
The Resulting Error Model

By applying equations 4.4 to the processing functions of an airborne laser bathymetry system,

as detailed in chapter 4,we have in sunmary:

Constants
c = 2.99774e8 ------speed of light in air in metres per second

Lt = 2e-9 -------sample time in seconds (ie At = 2ns)
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H = 500 -------height of aircraft above sea level in metres

I* = 1.3389 -------refractive index of air to seawater
f.¿ = 64 ------full scale deflection of data
n - 6 -------number of bit accuracy of data
d2. = pi/180.0 ------degrees to radian conversion
tz¿ = (c Lt)l(2\ì ----calc 2 ns sample time to distance conversion

A/D Conversion (in seconds)

Inputs(m.1, rns2, Ilrbl, muz) , where ms1, ms2, mbl and mb2 are the slopes of the waveform
pulses at the quantization points.

þôtqst = þõtqsz = põtqut = Ilôtq¡z = 0
o2ôtq,r = O l 12) (ßd/(2"- l))' 1At/-.,¡'
o2õtq,z = (ll12) (fsd/(2"-1)' çLtlm"r¡'
du,oo' = Q,it2) (fsd/(2"-l))2 (Ltltno¡2
du,oo, = Oll2) (fsd/(2"-l))2 1\tlm62¡2

Digitat 'Waveform Storage (in number of samples)

Inputs (o¡un, @¡, 06¡1, o6s¡)

Fõ, = -Fôr.rn - [2(sec(Þ1 - l)/(cÂt)] p6¡¡ - [(2HlcÂt)(sec2(Þ1)(sinOr)] p661

du, = duu,*+ [2(sec@1 - l)i(cÂt)]2 o2ôH * [(2HlcAt)(sec2Õ1¡1sinO,)]'d¡.,

\Maveform detection (in metres)

Inputs (s¡, sul)

Fotl = 0

þô,¡ = (cÂt/2t'¡*) p6,

Fôsbr = (cÂt/2n*) p¡.
d¡,r = lo.ttltz¡21tt¡2 (4.8)
dô,n = (c\tl2r1)2 du. * @1211)2 d¡,q.r + @12\*)2 o2õtq,2 + @l2rlò'o'rr,
d¡.¡r = @Ltl2r1)2 d¡. + (cl2\ì' du,orr + (cl2\*)2 duqo, + @12\*)' duu

Sea Surface Filter Calculation

Inputs (b, 
^O, 

R)

ðb/ðsn = cos(Õr+Â@)
Ab/AOr = Hsin(Þ1cos(<Þ1+¡q) /cos2<Þ¡ - (sn - s*uue * H/cos@1)sin(O1+ÂO)
ðÂcÞ/âsn =(H+b)/((sri-s*uu"*H/cosQ,1)((s¡i-s*ou.*|!/cosÕ1)2=(H+b)')'/')
a^o/Aor = H(H+b)sin(ar) /

(cos2Õ ¡ (s ¡ -s*uu.*H/cosO 1)(( s ¡1-s*un.*nllcosO ¡ )2-(H +b)')t/')

lro¡ = R(ðb/ðs¡1) Fôsn + R(Ab/AOr) P¡or
FMo = R(âA@/ðs¡) þ¡,r + R(A^O/A@r) [r¡o'
o2ðu = R'(ðb/ðsn)2 du.n + R2(Ab/Aor)2 d*'
duo, = R2(a^o/ðs¡1)2 o26,¡1 + R2(A^o/ðe¡)2 d6a1
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Sea Surface Tilt correction

sr2 = s¡ - (H/n*) sec'O, sinOl Â@;

sbz = sbr - (H/n*) sec'O, sin@¡ A(Þ;

Qz=Õ1 +Â@;

F¡sz = Fosr - [(H/n*) (l/cos(Þr + 2 sin2Þtlcos3Õ,¡ ( A<Þ)] p¡or
- [(H/n*) (sin@1/cos2(Þr)] Fr¡¡o

þô,¡z = F¡sur - [G/q*) (licosÕr + 2 sir]o^tlcos'O,¡ ( AO)l p¡or
- [(H/n*) (sinÕ1/cos2(Þr)] Iruo

Fôoz=[roor*[rolo
o2ôrr2 = o26.¡1 +[(H/r1*) (l/cosQt + 2 sin2@r/cos'Ot) ( ÂÕ)]2 o266¡

+ [(H/n*) (sinQ¡ /cos2@1¡12 o2ôro

du.o, = dô,ur +[G/n*) (l/cos@r + 2 sin2etlcos3o,¡ ( Â(Þ)]2 o2661

+ [(H/n*) (sin@1/cos2@1)12 o'uo.
c2þz= d¡o, + o2ôro

Sea Surface Bias Correction

Ss=s12-bi
563=S52-bi

þô'n=F¡'rz-F¡u
Fô.t¡=F¡.uz-lr¡u
d¡rr¡ = d¡.o + o2¡o

duro, + o2¡u

Late Entry Correction

sb+ = sb3 f (1-1lr¡*) ss

F&¡¿ = Fô.u¡ t [1-lln*] P¡.r:
du,oo = dô,¡¡ + [-llr'¡* ]' o'uro

Surface Refraction Correction

dr = {(l-(sinÕ2/r1*)2) s5a

põ¿r = r/¡t - lsino rhlò'l Fô.r¿ - [(s6a/n2*) (sin@2.cosÕr/({(1 - (sinÕ2/r1*)') )] p¡.t
d¡¿r = [1 - (sin(Þ2¡n*)t] du.oo + [(sb4/n2w) (sin@2.cosot({(1 - (sino2/q*)'))]' ê*,

Turbidity determination

Inputs( kl, ks, o¡rl, o¡m )

du,o,
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Determine Forward scatter

Inputs(E6¡, op6¡)

b¡ = f(ks, kL) + Ebr

Fôur = (abr/aks) F*s * (A br/Akl) [r*r * Fe¡r
o2ôbr = (ðbr /ðks)2 o2ôrs * (âbi /ðkr)2 d¡n, + dro,

Depth Bias Correction

Inputs(E6¡ur, oebiu.)

dz = dr - d¡¡ur(dl, @2, bÐ t Ebiu.

Fô¿z = lt¡¿r- (âduiu. /ôdr) F¡¿r - (ðdu¡u' /AO2) þ¡oz - (âduiu, /âbr) p¡ur* pebiu,

d*r= 02ô¿r * (ðd¡i^/ðdr)t ot*, + (ðdriu./ð(Þz)z o2aar+ (ðd6¡*/ð br)'d¡or* ozebiu,

Tide Correction

Inputs(d¡¡6", oô¿ti¿e)

dl"dr=dz-d,i¿"

þõduds = þô¿z- Fõ¿ti¿e

o2ôdlud. = o2wz* d¡¿t¡¿"

Benchmark Comparison

Inputs(d6., Eb.., Oôdb-, oôe¡,n.)

drrr=dludr-d¡-fE¡,n.

Fôd"r, =þôdhds- Fô¿u,n-|- Peun."=0
d*".. =dõ¿u¿r* o2ô¿u. * o2¡b*"
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APPENDIX B

Sea Surface Filter Sensitivity Calculations

This appendix examines the sensitivity of the errors in the sea surface filter output variables
(b, AO) to errors in the input variables (s¡1, (Þr). The accuracy of the platform tilt (cr) or
measurement of apparent sea surface tilt (^O) in particular, is examined for smooth sea

conditions. Also, the effect of errors in the calculation of the sea surface bias error (b) is
examined for rough sea conditions.

B.1 Introduction

Sea surface position measurements (sn) from reflections of the scanning green laser beam and

the related laser beam scan angle (iÞ) are input into a Kalman filter to calculate any apparent

sea-surface tilt (AO) and sea surface bias (b), refer 3.4. These output values are used to estimate
the mean sea level from which sea depth is measured.

8.2 Laser Platform Tilt Analysis

Platform attitude

H
H

cos@
H+b

cos(o +cr

b

Figure Bl Sea Surface Filter Analysis Diagram

In the following analysis, a platform tilt (cr) is assumed, for a scanning green laser beam angle
(Þ. From the system geometry, refer Figure Bl, the expected surface position (s¡¡) and sea

surface bias (b) measurements can be calculated as follows:

H
where O = abs(Õ).

(a +u\o -----l----------- r'sr' =["1q16¡)-rs,,,u'
cos@
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Rearranging we have:

þ- H
s 

1'1 - s*or" * 
,*O

(o +a)- ø

and now the sensitivity of b and A(Þ to s¡1 and Õ can be determined as:

(n +t)A=ar

ab

Hs¡1-sr*"*"*a
-Õ=ÂÕ

H
s ¡1 - srne * 

a*a
(o +a)

(8.3)

(B.4)

(8.5)

ðs7r
cos(o+cr)

òb _ H sinOcos(<Þ+cr)

ao cos'o

a^o (n +t)
ðs¡r

a^o

H+_
cos@ It((,,, -" wQye

Hs¡t-s*ou"*a**

H+b sin(Þ

ao

and the output effors as:

.o,' o(,r, - s**".#l( s ¡, - s,.u"*#l -(n * rY)

õó=R ðå õs.,+nÈ¡o
ðsyr rt Ao

õao = n$94",, +n$ao
ðs7r rt ao

where R is a filter reduction factor to account for the filtering effect of the sea surface Kalman
filter.

An exponential filter is used to approximate the Kalman filtering giving:

and

y, = (r -o rb, * b, Þ,-,
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o Ao INoul

where

"i, R
l-ot
1+cr

'l
id

R is the required filter reduction factor, and cr¡ is the filter factor

Computing results for some typical conditions, with no filtering effect (ie for R=l) we have

0.9280.383-0.1800.9611115500

0.4993.273-0.1530.999111s00

0.9300.384-0.17s0.9611015s00

0.5003.280-0.1530.999I01s00

aAO/ aO
(deg/deg)

ðÂ<Þ/ðsr

I

(dedm)

ab/ao
(m/deg)

ðb/ðs¡
(m/m)

cr (deg)b
(m)

o
(dee)

H
(m)

These results clarify some important factors.

Firstly it is noted that the sensitivity âAÕ/ðs¡ is significantly larger for small scan angles (Þ

than for large scan angles. Results show that for a platform tilt of ü=1" that the sensitivity in
the measurement of tilt to surface position A^O/Asfl=3 .280 deglm is larger at a small scan

angle (Þ=1" compared to âÀO/ðsn=0.384 deg/m at alarger scan angle of (Þ=15". This result
indicates that in srnooth seas, where valid surface returns normally only occur for small scan

angles, that the accuracy of the platform tilt estimation algorithm, will be significantly worse
than in rough seas.

Secondly the results show that the sensitivities ðb/âs¡ and âb/ðQ in the determination of sea

surface bias are almost identical in rough seas when b=l compared with flat seas when b=0.

However, it should be noted that, the error in determining sea bias õb depends on other

factors, refer to equation 8.5. In particular, ôs¡1 the error in the measurement of surface

position is likely to be larger in rough seas due to the distortion of the surface pulse waveform.

Nevertheless, the filtering effect of the surface filter will reduce these effects as the filter
reduction factor R becomes smaller as more filtering is applied. R=l/3 to ll4 is assumed to
satis$ normal operational fi ltering requirements.

i

!
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APPENDIX C

Dependency of Depth Errors on the Early Detected Position of the
Sea Surface by Green Laser Pulses

C.l Introduction

This appendix examines the dependence of depth effors on the position of green surface
reflection pulses in flat sea conditions. úr rough seas, wave action will displace the position
of the surface pulse away from the mean sea surface and the correlation of depth error with
surface position would be difficult to establish. However, if it can be shown (in flat seas) that
depth elrors occur related to the corresponding position of green surface pulses, then the
possibility of reducing depth errors for this situation may be possible. Benchmark data from
flat sea sorties s332 and s333 were analysed.

The data provides the time, the benchmark number and depth error (d"o), as defined in para
4.15, for all benchmark comparisons in smooth and glassy seas. The corresponding waveform
data, provides the laser waveforms, from which the time of the surface pulses (t*) can be
extracted, and the position of the surface pulses (s¡1) calculated, refer para 3.3.1.

All the d"r, and corresponding s¡1 data were compiled for each benchmark area for each trial
run for sorties s332 and s333. The sample mean and standard deviation of this data were
calculated, using equations Cl and C2,

2d",,,,
d",,:-=ï_ Ç r.* = #ä@"-,,-ã*,Y c.l

c.2

c.3

t=l o
s.rt

N
r$

N _13 ("r,,, -sr,)ÊJ-/l = ItJ

and the data normalized using equations C3

^S=norm.t

.S7 1,¡ - s7r

o
d ror.,i

dnr,¡ - du,

c o"-
=[

J-/ t

A surface position zoÍtê zs,l was defined for each s¡6¡¡1,¡ âs

2.., = round(r,,,,-,,)+4 suchthat l1 z.-., 17 c.4

Now, for each surface position zone (zr) in each benchmark area in each run, the percentage
yield of dno,rn that is within lz a std of the position of its corresponding sno.- can be
determined:

pv¡erd = Ii".ld,tooN
' total
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where total is the number of surface positions within each zone and yield is the number of
depth error within Yz std of its corresponding surface position.

Snorm dno.-

zl z1

Figure Cl Depth Yield Dependency Diagram

For example consider the 7th measurement pair of surface position (s¡,7) and depth error
(4,,2), and assume their normalised values are:

snorm,T = 0.73 and dnorr,T = 1.10.

Now the surface position zone for the 7th surface position can be determined as:

25,7 = fourd(0.73) + 4= 5

and because the normalised depth error (dnon.,,7 = l.l0) lies within the range 0.73+0.5, the

result is a yield.

Performing this operation on all sample pairs; yields for all 7 zones can be found. The
percentage yields are then calculated using equation C.5.

The percentage yield figure is therefore a measure of the dependency of depth error on the

position of the surface pulse position to within t/z a standard deviation.

C.2 Results

The following results, refer table C1, were obtained for all20 benchmark areas within runs,

1531, 1532, 1540, 1533 and 1534.
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C.3 Conclusions

The results are inconclusive and do not indicate a high dependence of depth errors on surface
position. The highest percentage yields are between 30 to 40%o and are generally achieved in
zones 3,4 and 5. ln any case a much higher dependency of depth errors on surface positions
would be required before any significant reduction in depth error using this phenomena, could
be achieved.

Table G1 Depth Dependency Peroentage Yield Results

run

bm

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

't7

18

19

20

run

z5

33.722

34.486

34.660

40.989

30.869

28.449

22.904

22.554

28.360

22.981

24.375

27.766

29.258

32.727

23.839

21.272

32.801

27.207

33.8s1

35.025

z6

18.868

21.429

14.493

23.9s8

22.989

15.714

1't.628

11.837

19.205

12.500

6.112

7.407

3.846

3.333

2.844

12.459

16.967

12.092

24.000

2.778

z7

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

1.408

0.000

0.000

2.703

40.000

3.226

0.000

0.000

0.000

1531 (578f 3 samples)

z1 z2 z3

0.000 11.194 29.870

19.355 15.238 28.405

15.789 14.000 21.971

19.231 10.976 29.087

20.588 12.375 23.577

32.143 13.878 21.749

0.000 r 3.600 30.323

0.000 19.205 34.248

0.000 21.687 34.550

14.286 't2.195 23.793

0.000 20.792 31.649

0.000 24.204 34.902

33.333 13.235 33.231

0.000 13.333 29.060

0.000 21.429 33.921

0.000 17.90't 25.133

0.000 28.462 32.911

0.000 17.778 33.071

23.077 20.922 32.514

0.000 9.4'12 23.944

r532

z1

16.667

13.333

7.500

9.091

23.529

13.793

0.000

19.048

(60787 samples))

z2 z3

8,696 25.050

8.052 22.1',t0

9.059 23.377

16.949 18.029

20.000 23.648

12.105 23.759

r0.753 25.043

9.467 26.029

z4

36.597

37.661

40.649

42.404

39.648

39.376

36.822

38.423

39.400

33.089

38.603

39.493

40.481

38.095

40.553

34.477

38.833

34.772

42.721

40.162

totals

31.836

32.477

33.427

36 465

31.243

28.960

27.679

29.860

32.027

24.986

29.6r 9

32.728

32.480

30.383

31.772

25.649

32.867

29.803

35.032

31.108

totals

30.418

29.846

30.099

26.180

30.085

30.856

27.307

27.366

bm z4

37.383

38.126

36.897

34.626

35.053

36.583

33.672

36.654

z5

31.920

31.870

32.583

27.658

33.868

35.170

28.833

24.912

z6

20.000

19.847

13.253

13.333

19.259

27.206

14.754

9.677

z7

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

25.000

0.000

100.000

0.000

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8
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I
10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

l9
20

run

bm

I

2

3

run

bm

,|

2

3

4

5

6

7

I
I

10

1'l

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

z4

36.70 6

41.280

34.8 0 6

35.181

34.425

32.858

37.8 36

34.642

36.806

37.9 3I

39.97 2

43.005

42.570

29.630

36.042

35.457

37.943

54.7 49

48.039

3 9.789

z4

36.814

36.223

35.000

z6

18.750

18.310

17 .17I

1 1 .558

7 .420

L968

8.133

1 6.974

9.286

6.209

7 .837

7.81 I
6.329

3.846

5.06 3

6.824

15.544

32.524

35.417

6.667

z7

33.333

0.000

0.000

14.286

0.000

11 ,111

9.0 91

3.704

0.000

0.000

1.370

1.282

12.121

0.000

0.000

0.000

5.195

6.6 67

2.000

0.000

8.3 33

0.000

23.529

2 0.0 00

0.000

0.000

0.0 00

35.714

50.000

0.000

28.571

33.333

r540

z1

15.217

14.286

8.33 3

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

20.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

13.333
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